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TO:   Forest Practices Board 

FROM:   Timber, Fish, & Wildlife Policy Committee 

RE:   TFW Policy’s Responses to the Board’s May 13, 2014 motions 

DATE:  October 17, 2014 

 

This document outlines the Forest Practices Board’s motions from their May 2014 meeting (italicized 

text), followed by responses from the Timber, Fish, & Wildlife Policy Committee (TFW Policy).  

 

 

Dave Somers moved the Forest Practices Board direct the Adaptive Management Program to prioritize 
the mass wasting work as follows: 
1. Complete the process review related recommendations resulting from the Mass Wasting Effectiveness 
study, including potential threats to public safety, and report to the Board at the August meeting.  

 
Findings 

 A brief overview of previous work related to this motion: 

o In response to the Mass Wasting Effectiveness Monitoring Report, TFW Policy 

recommended to the Forest Practices Board (Board) in February 2014 that the Forest 

Practices Application (FPA) process be reviewed. The Department of Natural Resources 

(DNR) documented the FPA review process through: 

 Presentations given to TFW stakeholders in August 2013 outlining DNR’s 

screening process for FPAs containing potentially unstable slopes and how 

DNR’s science team reviews FPAs with unstable slopes; 

 Flowcharts outlining DNR’s process to review FPAs, posted at 

http://www.dnr.wa.gov/businesspermits/forestpractices/Pages/Home.aspx, and a 

 Memo, dated June 13, 2014, from DNR’s Forest Practices Division Manager 

outlining guidance related to DNR’s process of reviewing FPAs. 

o In their May 2014 motion, the Board directed TFW Policy to finish the FPA process 

review steps that Policy had initially recommended be completed in its February 

recommendations to the Board;  

 TFW Policy reached agreement the level of documentation and transparency in the process used 

to avoid harvest on unstable slopes could be improved by changes to the Forest Practices 

Application (FPA) form. DNR concurred, developed and implemented a new form titled, Slope 

Stability Information Form, to be completed by landowners and included with their FPAs; 

http://www.dnr.wa.gov/businesspermits/forestpractices/Pages/Home.aspx
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 TFW Policy agrees the June 13, 2014 memo provides direction to DNR staff regarding: assuring 

landowner inclusion of the new form with their FPA, DNR ability to request additional geologic 

information, and how to identify public safety risks; 

 At this point in time, TFW Policy has no additional comments on the FPA review process for 

DNR’s consideration, with the exception of the ongoing Board Manual review topics; 

 TFW Policy recognizes the need for adequate time to review DNR’s revised Board Manual 

Section 16 and draft rule language, in the context of the FPA review process (DNR’s flowchart); 

and  

 TFW Policy sees value in caucuses providing input to DNR on development of Board Manual 

sections.  

 

Outstanding Issues 

 There are two remaining process concerns expressed by some caucuses that relate to both 

public safety and public resources. These include the delineation of ground water recharge 

areas associated with glacial deep seated landslides (GDSLs) and the evaluation of delivery 

potential associated with all landslide types. TFW Policy recognizes that DNR is in the process of 

a Board Manual revision that may address the concerns related to delineation. TFW Policy also 

recognizes that DNR intends to complete additional Board Manual revisions that may address 

the deliverability concerns. Until that work is completed, TFW Policy cannot agree that these 

changes will address all caucuses concerns.  

 

Recommendations 

 With the exception of the remaining concerns related to the delineation of ground water 

recharge areas (GWRAs) related to GDSLs and deliverability, TFW Policy does not have any 

additional recommendations related to the FPA review process, beyond those already made and 

responded to resulting from the Mass Wasting Effectiveness study, including potential threats to 

public safety specific to the implementation of the Forest Practices rules. 

 TFW Policy does not at this time know the Board’s decision on the final rule or Board Manual 

Section 16. Based on individual caucuses’ reviews of the rule and Board Manual, Policy could 

make recommendations on the FPA review process based on the revised rule and Board 

Manual.  

 TFW Policy recommends that Board Manual amendment processes follow historic patterns of 

stakeholder outreach in the future.  

 When future rules are enacted that affect the FPA review process regarding unstable slopes and 

landforms, Policy recommends that DNR update the flowchart to reflect those changes. 
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In addition, make recommendations related to: 
• Identification of potential gaps in information about location of glacial deep seated landslides and 
recommend measures to close gaps. 

 
Findings 

 There is a wide range of information sources that can be used to help identify the location of 

GDSLs (Appendix A). 

o The majority of the areas subject to GDSLs have adequate LiDAR coverage to help 

identify the location of GDSLs and have been identified on the ‘Existing LiDAR Coverage 

and Mapping of Potential DSLS in Glacial Material’ map (see attached map). 

 The use and availability of these information sources varies widely. 

 DNR also utilizes these information sources to ensure that landowners are identifying GDSLs 

when proposing a forest practice. 

 Access to these information sources may be challenging for some landowners and external 

reviewers (specifically, historic aerial photos). 

 Regional and project-specific mapping of glacial deep seated landslides is highly variable in 

terms of scope, accuracy, and precision, and varies widely in its accessibility. 

 

Recommendations 

 TFW Policy recommends that the following be included in the Board Manual revision: 

o Listing existing information sources that can be helpful in identifying glacial deep seated 

landslides and their associated groundwater recharge areas (i.e., list of information 

sources (Appendix A)), 

o Guidance to landowners on the need for soliciting advice from Qualified Experts, and 

o Outlining the DNR review process for ensuring that GDSLs are identified so that 

landowners and external reviewers clearly understand the process and the expectations 

for exchange of information. 

 TFW Policy recommends that the quantity and quality of LiDAR coverage in areas that have 

potential GDSLs be considered when prioritizing acquisition of LiDAR coverage. 

 TFW Policy recommends that DNR track data from new FPAs that disclose how features are 

being identified and report back to TFW Policy and the Forest Practices Board after a year of 

implementation. 

 TFW Policy recommends that policies regarding access of stereo air photos from state agencies 

be reviewed to accommodate agency, landowner, and public needs to access these resources to 

assist in identifying glacial deep seated landslides and their history. 

 TFW Policy recommends the following related to mapping of GDSLs: 

o DNR’s Division of Geology and Earth Resources (DGER) identify the existing sources of 

mapping of glacial deep seated landslides and also identify how they can be accessed 

and provide a concise summary of how they were identified and their relative precision 

and accuracy, and provide to TFW Policy.   
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o Following this first step, UPSAG make recommendations to TFW Policy regarding how 

this information may be aggregated and by whom. 

o After these have been completed, TFW Policy may use this information to help prioritize 

any additional mapping needs and make recommendations as to the process for 

completing that mapping. 

 TFW Policy recommends that the Board encourage the Legislature to adequately fund the small 

forest landowner office.  

 Additional training. 

o Qualified experts have historically self-convened to hold informal training and dialogue 

sessions with their peers on relevant topics related to forest practices. It is 

recommended that DNR convene a more structured training and dialogue session with 

Qualified Experts to review the revised Board Manual 16 and other appropriate topics. 

o In addition to providing an opportunity for the Qualified Experts to get together, DNR 

should continue to convene training for both landowners and forest practice foresters 

related to the Board Manual revisions and GDSLs/GWRAs. In addition to DNR science 

team staff, TFW Policy recommends including a range of qualified experts or others as 

presenters.  

 TFW Policy recommends that DNR host a central repository for unstable slopes information 

sources (i.e., DGER).  

o TFW Policy further recommends to the Board that this information should be shared 

with local, state, tribal, and federal governments for future policy decisions. 

 TFW Policy recommends the processes and responsibility for updating information sources 

should be done or assigned by DNR. 

 TFW Policy recommends DNR collect and track data improvements to the dataset and 

information on where GDSLs/GWRAs are and what techniques are used to identify the features, 

which would be done at the time of the re-development of FPARS. 

 

 

• Evaluation of existing mitigation measures under current rule pertaining to groundwater recharge 
areas associated with glacial deep seated landslides. 

 

Findings 

 Site-specific mitigation measures are not specifically outlined in rule; however there is a process 

in the rule that leads to development of mitigation measures, often referred to as prescriptions. 

o Under current rule, if forest practice activities (e.g., construction or harvest) are 

proposed on a potentially unstable slope that has the potential to deliver to a public 

resources or threaten public safety and meets the definition of WAC 222-16-050(1)(d), it 

requires an analysis to be completed from WAC 222-10-030(1) and (2). Any mitigation 

must meet WAC 222-10-030(4). 

o WAC 222-10-030(4) requires that “specific mitigation measures or conditions must be 

designed to avoid accelerating rates and magnitudes of mass wasting that could deliver 
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sediment or debris to a public resource or could deliver sediment or debris in a manner 

that would threaten public safety.” 

 Policy reviewed 42 FPAs to evaluate specific mitigation measures (see Appendix B for detailed 

breakdowns). 

o Twelve of these avoided any activity on the GWRA and associated GDSL. 

o For 6, the geologist determined that the feature was not a GDSL. 

o Twenty-four of these identified specific prescriptions for operations. 

 Thirteen limited regeneration harvests spatially or temporally.   

 6 limited to partial harvests. 

 2 were limited to salvage operations1. 

 3 contained other site specific mitigations.  

 Of the 42 FPAs reviewed by the technical subgroup of TFW Policy, 4 identified specific public 

safety risks. 2 All Class IV Special FPAs require a SEPA analysis that includes an evaluation of 

public safety risk.3   

 The rationales provided in the mitigation measures applied for the 24 FPAs are summarized 

below (does not equal 24 since multiple rationales were identified in many cases): 

o Slide activity (inactive, relic, ancient, and dormant) for 18 FPAs. 

o Small size of feature or small scale activity for 13 FPAs. 

o Some form of hydrological analysis for 11 FPAs.   

 Summary of Watershed Analysis prescriptions: 

o Few Washington prescriptions target GDSLS or GWRAs. 

o All focus on mitigating increases in water input. 

o Generally, no harvest or roads allowed on active landslides. 

o In parts of Washington, harvest was limited to part of GWRA. 

o Road drainage diversion in GWRA commonly addressed. 

 TFW Policy found that there was a range of field interpretation between GDSLs and deep-seated 

landslides in glacial sediment that had to be worked out in the review process. 

 Findings unrelated to specific Board Motions that were highlighted during TFW Policy 

deliberations on this topic: 

o DNR currently convenes trainings for implementing the unstable slopes rules and Board 

Manual. 

o TFW Policy recommended in the outcome of the Mass Wasting Effectiveness Monitoring 

Report that forest practices associated with unstable slopes be incorporated into the 

formal compliance monitoring program. 

                                                           
1 222-16-101 salvage: means the removal of snags, down logs, windthrow, or dead and dying material. In these 2 
proposals, one was the removal of dead standing trees for public safety concerns (college campus) and the other 
was the removal of previously felled timber as part of a conversion application.   
2 2 were salvage proposals – one noted a residence on property owned by applicant, one noted Green River 
Community College infrastructure and Hwy 18. 2 were spatially limited regeneration harvests. 1 noted a structure 
approximately 1 mile downstream and 1 noted PUD/pipeline/bridge infrastructure. 
3 Including the presence of a house, county road, or PUD service station. 
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 This analysis identified a range of prescriptions and justifications and provided some general 

trends in the approaches used. While TFW Policy could not evaluate the level of justification 

relative to the specific site conditions and associated prescriptions, these FPAs went through the 

DNR review, classification, and ultimately approval. 

 

Outstanding Issues 

 The analysis did not include an evaluation of the effectiveness of the mitigations nor the 

strength of the scientific rationale for the prescriptions.  

 The mitigation measures analysis did not include review of documentation regarding decisions 

by DNR about how they made approvals, nor did it include SEPA documents.  

 During the FPA analysis, questions were raised about distinguishing between glacial deep-seated 

landslides and deep-seated landslides in glacial materials. 

 

Recommendations 

 TFW Policy recommends that UPSAG/CMER consider doing a periodic retrospective review of 

FPAs associated with GDSLs and associated GWRAs. 

 Within FPARS, have accessible the FPA, related SEPA documentation for any Class IV Special, and 

DNR documentation of the FPA and SEPA decisions. When DNR re-develops the online Forest 

Practices Application Review System (FPARS), TFW Policy recommends that DNR consider the 

file capacity so more data can be electronically stored for each FPA. Currently, all SEPA 

information is available upon request if not already electronically available in FPARS. 

 

 

2. Begin the review of the existing mass wasting research strategy, including potential threats to public 
safety and the glacial deep seated landslide program, with an initial report back at the Board’s August 
meeting. 

 
Findings 

 TFW Policy recognizes that the existing CMER Workplan for GWRAs associated with GDSLs needs 

to be revisited.   

 The existing studies in the workplan were not pursued by UPSAG for several reasons. It was 

recognized that pursuing research involving hydrologic modeling would not add much certainty 

to the regulatory process and would be quite expensive. Proposals to categorize sub-types of 

deep-seated landslides and expand the Board Manual for unstable slopes have greater potential 

to improve rule implementation. 

 

Recommendations 

 UPSAG will be reconvened in the fall of 2014. 

 TFW Policy recommends that UPSAG begin exploring the options outlined in the Technical 

Subgroup of TFW Policy proposal dated September 24, 2014 (Appendix D). This relates 

specifically to the research strategy for GWRAs on GDSLs. 
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 Following Policy’s finalization of the research strategy for unstable slopes, UPSAG will complete 

the review of the research strategy for unstable slopes which includes review of the critical 

questions and specific studies. 

 TFW Policy recommends that UPSAG/CMER develop and execute a scope of work for a focused 

literature review that includes, but may not be limited to, literature considered by the Board 

Manual Qualified Expert group to provide a baseline for UPSAG to further develop the unstable 

slopes research strategy, which will be brought to TFW Policy for confirmation. Funding will 

come from the $50,000 approved in this fiscal year for glacial deep seated research.   

 

 

I further move that the Forest Practices Board direct TFW Policy Committee to complete the Type F 
assignments by the November meeting and report back to the Board at the August meeting on progress. 

 
TFW Policy has not formally worked on water typing issues since being re-directed by the Forest 

Practices Board to focus on these unstable slopes Board requests. 
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Tool Description Item format Access Extent of Spatial Coverage Scale/Level of detail Website Link

Digital Elevation Models

Lidar Digital Elevation Model (DEM)

Digital elevation model derived from 

laser and analysis of reflected light.  

Often processed to remove 

vegetation (aka bare earth) to derive 

modelled formats of hillshades, 

slopes, contours and other 

applications

GIS based 

product

In the public domain and 

accessible through Puget 

Sound Lidar Consortium; 

processed through various 

GIS products

Roughly 6,400 sq. mi. of 1-meter 

lidar and 18,700 sq. mi. for 2-

meter lidar.

Provides for a 1 to 2 meter 

Digital Elevation model that 

can help resource managers 

clearly identify GDSLs. Some 

parts of the lidar data 

contains poor data 

collection through 

vegetation and can lead to 

coarseness in data (aka 

pyrite forests or crystalline 

forests)

http://pugetsoundlidar.

ess.washington.edu/

10-meter Digital Elevation Model (DEM

Digital elevation model produced by 

the US Geological Survey through 

various formats, in which coarseness 

averages or estimates value of 

elevation over a 10 meter grid

GIS based 

product

In the public domain and 

accessible through various 

sources

Statewide Moderate resolution, 

difficult to determine small 

features

http://gis.ess.washingto

n.edu/data/raster/index

.html

DNR Map Layer (GIS data, landslide hazard 

zonation, landslide inventory, mass wasting 

prescriptions…

Landslide Hazard Zonation

The Landslide Hazard Zonation (LHZ) 

Project is to create a vastly improved 

screening tool by better describing 

and mapping all potentially unstable 

slope areas in priority watersheds. 

The purpose is to eliminate any errors 

of omission in the identification of 

unstable landforms during both 

harvest layout and permitting 

process. In addition to identifying 

areas of hazard for mass wasting, 

landforms and hazard classifications 

are linked to the degree of hazard 

and sensitivities to land management 

practices. The LHZ project also 

provides information useful for 

appropriate mitigation.

Reports, 

landslide and 

landform are in 

GIS format

Department of Natural 

Resources Website 

(Accessible by anyone)

Fifty-nine high priority 

watersheds

Contains mapped deep-

seated landslide and can 

provide information on 

deep-seated landslide 

processes or potential 

sensitivities to landslide 

movement.

http://www.dnr.wa.gov/

BusinessPermits/Topics/

LandslideHazardZonatio

n/Pages/fp_lhz_complet

ed.aspx

Watershed Analysis; Mass Wasting Prescriptions

Watershed analysis is a biological and 

physical assessment of a watershed 

designed to address the cumulative 

effects of forest practices on specific 

public resources (fish, water, and 

capital improvements of the state) 

and on cultural resources.  The Mass 

Wasting Prescriptions are specific to a 

landslide inventory and analysis of 

slope stability in relation to forest 

practices or general stability.

Reports; some 

landslide and 

landforms are in 

GIS format

Department of Natural 

Resources Website 

(Accessible by anyone)

Fifty-three watersheds Contains mapped deep-

seated landslide and can 

provide information on 

deep-seated landslide 

processes or potential 

sensitivities to landslide 

movement.

http://www.dnr.wa.gov/

ResearchScience/Topics/

WatershedAnalysis/Page

s/fp_watershed_analysis

.aspx

Washington State Landslide Database

GIS polygon dataset with attributions 

(slope morphology, gradient, 

landslide type, land use association, 

and others) of a conglomeration of 

data from various sources (LHZ, 

Watershed Analysis, Geologic Maps, 

DNR Reconnaissance of landslide 

producing storm events, various 

other datasets)

Online 

interactive map 

and GIS

Washington State Geologic 

Information Portal 

(Accessible by anyone)

Generally statewide, data is 

limited by data input sources and 

does not capture all landslides in 

Washington State.

Contains mapped deep-

seated landslide in spatial 

polygon format with 

attributed data attached 

that could provide 

additional information on 

deep-seated landslide 

mechanisms

http://www.dnr.wa.gov/

researchscience/topics/g

eosciencesdata/pages/g

eology_portal.aspx

Geologic Maps

Geologic maps show the types and 

ages of rocks that occur at or near the 

Earth’s surface. They show the 

locations of faults and folds, 

landslides, glacial deposits, and other 

regional or local features, depending 

on the scale of the map. Geologic 

maps are the most fundamental and 

important tool of earth scientists.

Online 

interactive map, 

pdf reports and 

GIS

Washington State Geologic 

Information Portal 

(Accessible by anyone); 

Department of Natural 

Resources Website (pdf 

reports)

At a scale of 1:100,000, the entire 

state; Partial coverage at scale of 

1:24,000; various other scales 

throughout the state

Contains areas of mapped 

deep-seated landslides and 

can provide stratigraphic 

data to help determine 

potential deep-seated 

landslide mechanisms

http://www.dnr.wa.gov/

researchscience/topics/g

eosciencesdata/pages/g

eology_portal.aspx

Forest Practices Application Geologic 

Reviews/Reports

Geologic reports completed by 

qualified experts that accompany 

FPA's (usually Class IV specials or 

Class III) that analyze slope stability 

with accompanying forest 

management activities.

Online; pdf In public domain through 

FPARS website.

Site specific for the area covered 

in the FPA

Analysis of deep-seated 

landslide (if existent) and 

will contain scientifically 

sourced information or 

professional opinion.

http://www.dnr.wa.gov/

BusinessPermits/Topics/

ForestPracticesApplicati

ons/Pages/fp_fpars.aspx

Field Visit Field visits are conducted by a 

qualified expert with accompany of a 

forester, forestry engineer or related 

occupation to determine potential 

slope stability issues and delineation 

of features.

Field review Accessible through 

permission of the land 

owner

Statewide Field review of area helps to 

determine indicators of 

slope stability, potential 

level of activity and 

delineation of features.

Stereo Photos Aerial photos that can be overlapped 

and viewed through a stereoscope to 

create a topographic view of the 

aerial photos

Paper/photo Limited public access 

(often through 

Universities); usually must 

be purchased.

Statewide in various years Allows remote review 

analysis of an area; smaller 

features are more easily 

discernable when 

vegetation has been 

removed from the site

Orthophoto (NAIP) Data collected by the USDA Farm 

Service Agency, National Agriculture 

Imagery Program, consisting of aerial 

imagery that has been converted to 

digital files and spatially rectified for 

access mostly in GIS programs

GIS based 

product

In public domain through 

various websites

Statewide in various years Allows remote review 

analysis of an area; smaller 

features are more easily 

discernable when 

vegetation has been 

removed from the site

http://wagda.lib.washin

gton.edu/data/type/pho

tography/

Appendix A: Information Sources to Identify Locations of GDSLs 
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Appendix B: Summary of Mitigation Measures from Selected Forest Practices 

Applications 

 
Currently, there is not a systematic way to identify the precise number of Forest Practices Applications 

(FPAs) that avoid glacial deep seated landslides (GDSLs) or that had operations associated with GDSLs 

and the associated ground water recharge area (GWRA). As a first step to identify specific mitigation 

measures, TFW Policy asked DNR to query a list it has maintained since January 2011 of FPAs that have 

been reviewed for geologic issues. That list was queried for any FPAs that highlighted GDSLs4.  A 

summary of that information is provided below in the bulleted list. 

 Since 2011, at least 64 FPAs required extra review by the Forest Practices Science Team. These 

were evaluated for potential GDSLs.   

 Of those, 46 actually had a GDSL.   

 Of the 46, 18 were withdrawn by the landowner or disapproved by DNR.   

 The remaining 28 were approved by either avoiding the features or meeting the requirements of 

WAC 222-10-030(4). 

 Of the 64 from DNR that were evaluated, 13 were classified as a Class IV special. 

TFW Policy agreed that this remaining list of 13 Class IV Special FPAs was not comprehensive, so 

caucuses identified additional FPAs that contained evaluations of deep seated landslides and the 

associated GWRAs and mitigation measures. Landowners provided FPAs back to 2011. Additional 

stakeholders identified FPAs going back farther in time. After screening, the technical subgroup of TFW 

Policy reviewed 42 FPAs, which included the initial 13 identified by DNR, and offers the following 

findings. Policy notes that the 42 are a sample of FPAs available to Policy (from tribes, landowners, and 

DNR), but are not representative or comprehensive.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4 The query did not identify all FPAs that were reviewed during this time period for Glacial Deep Seated Landslides. 
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Figure 1.  Of the 42 Forest Practice Applications (FPAs) reviewed by the technical subgroup of TFW Policy 

12 FPAs avoided operations on the groundwater recharge area and or the associated glacial deep seated 

landslides, 6 were determined to not meet the definition of a glacial deep seated landslide and 24 FPAs 

provided site and activity specific mitigations.  

 

 

 Of the 42 FPAs reviewed by the technical subgroup, 6 were ground reviewed and were either: 

determined to not meet the definition of a glacial deep seated landslide (5/6), or determined 

that a mapped feature was not actually present (1/6). 

 Of the 42 FPAs reviewed by the technical subgroup, 12 avoided operations on the GWRA and/or 

the associated GDSL. These 12 are further detailed below, but note that these do not add up 

because some FPAs include more than one category below. Of the 12: 

o All but 1 were Class III due to geologic reasons, and the remaining FPA was Class IV 

Special for a reason unrelated to slope stability, 

o 8 had information provided from a geologist, 

o 6 had Watershed Analysis Prescriptions applied (in effect or not, largely avoidance 

strategy), 

o 1 was a long term application with a staggered harvest approach,  

o 4 had buffers prescribed5, and 

o 2 had non-buffer related best management practices6. 

 

                                                           
5 Buffers were a unique range of mitigations that included; buffering from the break in slope from the unstable 
feature, variable width buffers ranging from 1-2 trees to + or – 20 meters, and static prescriptive buffers (50’). 
6 BMPs included additional cross drains on roads and out sloping roads and replanting immediately following 
harvest. 
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 Of the 42 FPAs reviewed by the technical subgroup of TFW Policy, 24 provided site- and activity-

specific mitigations. The following is one breakdown of the mitigation measures in these 24 

FPAs: 

o 12 had some percentage7 of the area of the GWRA harvested, 

o 1 was a Long Term Application with a staggered harvest planned with monitoring, 

o 6 applied an intermediate treatment8, 

o 2 were salvage proposals, and 

o 3 did not fit into a specific category. 

 

Figure 2. Breakdown of 24 FPAs that identified mitigation measures.9  

 
 

 Some of these 24 FPAs contained additional mitigations beyond those described above, 

including: 

o 3 also limited the area of intermediate treatments as an additional mitigation beyond 

the silvicultural prescription, 

o 1 under-planted an understocked area that was not harvested, 

o 9 had BMPs applied to them10, and 

o 6 also applied buffers11. 

                                                           
7 Levels of regeneration harvest (clear cut or variable retention) varied widely (2%-87%).  Occasionally there was 
some intermediate harvest also prescribed, but no specific stocking standards were highlighted. 
8 Prescriptions ranged from a thin from below maintaining a specified basal area target and others were variable 
density thinning. 
9 222-16-101 salvage: means the removal of snags, down logs, windthrow, or dead and dying material. In these 2 
proposals, one was the removal of dead standing trees for public safety concerns (college campus) and the other 
was the removal of previously felled timber as part of a conversion application.   
10 For example; lead-end suspension, water drainage for roads, ground based equipment limitations, seasonal 
timing restrictions, reduce slash accumulations, monitoring when completing yarding roads/settings/units, corridor 
trees to be left on site, water bars on yarding roads. 
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Figure 3.  Primary Rationales for mitigations (often more than one per FPA). 

 
 
The rationales provided in the mitigation measures applied for the 24 FPAs are summarized below (does 

not equal 24 since multiple rationales were identified in many cases): 

 Slide activity (inactive, relic, ancient, and dormant) for 18 FPAs. 

 Small size of feature or small scale activity for 13 FPAs. 

 Some form of hydrological analysis for 11 FPAs.   

 

 

See attached spreadsheet, FPA GDSL Review v9-30-14. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
11 Buffers ranged from, 30’,35’,50’, 100’, 145’, 200', and next break in slope above signs of past instability.   
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Appendix C: Summary of Mitigation Measures from Watershed Analyses in Glacial 

Material 

 

Date:  July 28, 2014  

To:  Glacial Deep-seated Landslide Working Group 

From:  Curt Veldhuisen, Skagit River System Cooperative 

Re:  Summary of Prescriptions from Watershed Analyses addressing glacial deep-seated landslides 

 

As you all know, one of the tasks of the Glacial Deep-seated Landslide Working Group is to review 

potentially relevant Watershed Analysis prescriptions. Although most have now been rescinded for 

administrative reasons, all reflect extensive effort by qualified individuals and were reviewed and 

approved. In the 1990s, I contributed to numerous Watershed Analysis erosion modules, Prescription 

teams and related landslide reports.  

For this, I consulted the Watershed Analysis prescription reports archived by the DNR 

(https://fortress.wa.gov/dnr/forestpractices/wsasmt.cgi?wsaval=acme). To capture all prescriptions 

pertaining to our task, I limited my search to Watershed Administrative Units in the DNR’s Northwest, 

South Puget and Olympic regions, which included 22 of the archived WAUs. Virtually all WAUs address 

deep-seated landslides.  However, this report summarizes only those WAUs that addressed either: 1. 

Deep-seated landslides in glacial sediments (2 WAUs), and 2. Prescriptions for groundwater recharge 

areas (i.e. areas outside the active landslide which might affect landslide hydrology and movement)(4 

WAUs). Groundwater recharge prescriptions did not need to apply specifically to glacial sediments 

(although each would address glacial as well as non-glacial materials), but were included to show how 

additional prescription teams attempted to mitigate influences from outside active deep-seated 

landslides.  

The results of this selection and summarization effort are presented in the table below. To provide a 

broad overview, the descriptions of hazard units and prescriptions were edited to include only key 

points. For a more thorough understanding, group-members should read the original sections of the 

prescriptions reports, which are available online (URL indicated above). In particular, the Lester and 

West Kitsap prescriptions have relatively complex and site-dependent prescriptions that could not be 

easily summarized.   

https://fortress.wa.gov/dnr/forestpractices/wsasmt.cgi?wsaval=acme
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Summary of selected Watershed Analysis prescriptions related to glacial deep-seated landslides and groundwater recharge areas.  Development 

of this information is described in the preceding text. 

    
Prescription for: * 

    
Active landslide Adjacent areas (usually GW recharge) 

WAU 
Map 
Unit # 

Page # 
(PDF) Unit description * 

Road 
construct. Harvest Road construction Harvest 

Acme 3 15 Deep-seated slides (text indicates mostly 
phyllite and sedimentary rock) 

None None Attention to 
drainage 

Partial cut - 3 
alternatives 

Hazel 1 & 2 4 Large active deep-seated slides along river 
bends (#1) and GWRA (#2). Materials not 
specified, but references studies of the 
Hazel (now “Oso”) landslide, which is glacial 
material. 

None None Site-specific plan 
with monitoring 

Site-specific 
plan with 
monitoring 

Hutchin-
son 

3 9 Active deep-seated, materials unspecified None wo 
reconnais- 
sance 
report 

None "Existing roads 
within 1300' should 
be evaluated for 
drainage diversion" 

Unrestricted 

Lester 4 16 Toes of dormant slump/earthflows along 
channels, materials unspecified 

From channel edge, no activity within 200' or 100' of slope 
break, to max of 500' - without geotech report 

Lester 5 18 Slump/earthflow bodies Various restrictions 
and voluntary limits * 

"Divert road 
drainage away from 
unstable areas" 

Unrestricted 

West 
Kitsap 

1 & 4 25 Steep slopes (>60%) on glacials, including 
"deep-seated slumps" 

Various restrictions depending on slope, 
movement indicators and materials * 

No harvest on 
or within 50' of 
headscarp 

West 
Kitsap 

3 29 Deep-seated landslide complexes in 
glacials 

None None No drainage 
concentration from 
roads outside 

No harvest on 
or within 50' of 
headscarp 

West 
Fork 
Satsop 

1 & 10 4 Large persistent deep-seated slides, 
materials unspecified 

None wo 
geotech 
report 

None wo 
geotech 
report 

Avoid drainage 
routing "adjacent to" 
hazard unit 

Unrestricted 

 * Consult original prescription reports for complete text.  Page numbers for the on-line PDF files are provided in column 3.   
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Appendix D: Unstable Slopes Research Strategy Proposals 

 
v. 9-24-14 

Unstable Slopes – Glacial deep-seated landslides and their groundwater recharge areas 

Considerations for the CMER Work Plan 

By Nancy Sturhan (NWIFC), Julie Dieu (Rayonier), Isabelle Sarikhan (DNR)  

NOTE: For expediency, this document has not yet received CMER or UPSAG review or consensus. 

In May 2014, the Forest Practices Board requested a review of the CMER Work Plan Unstable Slopes 

Program. The recent Oso landslide event revealed a need for more information about the influence of 

forest practices on that type of landslide – a deep-seated landslide (DSLS) in glacial material (GL), and its 

groundwater recharge area (GWRA). The CMER Work Plan already includes some proposed work in this 

area, but pursuit of the potential studies had not been initiated due to concerns about their cost and 

fruitfulness. An alternative strategy is proposed here, as well as additional proposed study for CMER to 

consider adding to the work plan. 

Critical Questions – Unstable Slopes – GWRA, GL DSLS 

There is one critical question in the CMER 2015 Work Plan (page 130, Table 24, Unstable Slopes Rule 

Group Critical Questions and Programs), which is still appropriate: 

Does harvesting of the recharge area of a glacial deep-seated landslide promote its instability? 

The approach currently in the work plan leads to improved understanding of how the groundwater 

recharge areas affect unstable slopes. There have been issues with that approach because of the 

complexity and variation among GL DSLS and GWRAs, and the inability to acquire accurate local weather 

information to run the model that estimates water input to the soil under clear-cut conditions vs. 

forested conditions. 

This new proposal shifts focus away from further attempts to understand the underlying water and 

stability issues, in favor of attempting to classify sub-types of DSLS and look for historical evidence of 

when/where and under what conditions a GL DSLS moved in conjunction with forest practices activity 

on the GL DSLS and/or its GWRA. 

We propose adding an additional critical question to the CMER Work Plan that could be worded 

something like this: 

Can relative levels of response to forest practices be predicted by key characteristics of glacial deep-

seated landslides and/or their groundwater recharge areas? (Characteristics such as landslide type, 

glacial stratigraphy, and relative sizes of GWRA harvest and GL DSLS.)   
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This critical question addresses the potential that certain types of glacial deep-seated landslides are 

more and less responsive to forest practices, and that understanding these differences could lead to 

more accurate language in the rule and/or Board Manual. For example, current rule lumps together all 

landslides over about 10m in depth up to hundreds of meters in depth. These deep-seated landslides 

generally range in area from hundreds of square feet to a square mile or more. The landslide types vary 

and the stratigraphy (i.e. geologic materials) that they occur in is quite variable. It may be that smaller 

“GL DSLS” behave more like shallow rapid landslides, being quite sensitive to forest practices, while the 

giant GL DSLS may move more independently from forest practices. A study that examines the historic 

pattern of movement of the various sizes and types of GL DSLS in relation to harvest activities could help 

us categorize the sensitivity of various GL DSLS scenarios to forest practices. Weather information will be 

considered in conjunction with the forest practice activities because DSLS motion is often related to long 

periods of excess precipitation. 

Proposed Study Approach 

A three-phased approach is described here. 

Phase 1 – Complete a synthesis of the GL DSLS literature  

The purpose of this phase is to make sure we are using the best available science. A team of 

geologists was recently formed to draft changes to the Board Manual for unstable slopes. That 

group was charged with gathering the latest relevant literature on forestry effects on GL DSLS, and a 

body of literature has been gathered but not summarized. Someone needs to go through the 

articles, summarize the contents, and note how each applies (or does not) to the effects of forest 

practices on GL DSLS.   

Phase 2 - compile and complete statewide mapping of known and potential GL DSLS 

The purpose of this phase is to provide a complete map of the likely locations for GL DSLS to occur. 

Through efforts by DNR’s Geology Division, the U.S. Geological Survey, TFW stakeholders conducting 

Watershed Analyses, CMER’s Landslide Hazard Zonation Project, and potentially others, extensive 

mapping of GL DSLS has occurred across Washington State. These resources should be gathered 

together into one electronic layer. One accessible layer would also be most useful to forest 

engineers, Qualified Experts, and regulators screening for potential GL DSLS and their GWRA. Any 

gaps should be identified and new mapping of GL DSLS should be done in those areas. 

This mapped layer would form the basis for moving into Phase 3, discussed below. 

Phase 3 – Develop a system to classify different types of glacial deep-seated by sensitivity to forest 

practices  

Part (a) would create some bins of GL DSLS with similar features and Part (b) would examine history 

of harvest, weather, channel, slope gradient and movement. 
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Part (a) would be fairly similar to the Deep-seated Landslide Classification Project already scoped by 

UPSAG (page 136 of CMER 2015 Work Plan) in that it would bin GL DSLS by landslide type (e.g., 

earthflow, rotational translational), by stratigraphic section, by size of GL DSLS and size of GWRA, 

and by proximity to the channel. These characteristics are likely to have differential responses to 

changes in GWRA. Bins would need to be somewhat generalized – the objective would be to identify 

several bins into which most of the GL DSLS in Washington State could be placed and then 

subsample these bins for part (b).  

Part (b) would characterize sensitivity by selecting some landslides from each type to examine in 

detail the historic photos, reports and weather records to determine the relative scale of harvest, 

the weather conditions of the few years previous to harvest, stream channel actions, and movement 

of the landslide. 

Possible Results 

Phase 1 – Establish the best available science on forestry effects on GL DSLS. 

Phase 2  - Produce a screening tool to inform foresters when they are in the vicinity of a GL DSLS, and 

need to consider GWRA, as well as preparing for Phase 3. 

Phase 3 – Part (a) would sort the types of GL DSLS for further study. Part (b) may  determine which kinds 

and sizes of GL DSLS may be more or less sensitive to forest practices under which channel and weather 

scenarios.   

 

Preliminary Budget & Schedule 

Phase 1 – can be done concurrently with Phase 2 

 Summarize and describe relevance of articles from literature review. 

Phase 2 – can be done concurrently with Phase 1 

a. Putting together existing maps into one layer – shorter term; DNR has the materials and 

expertise to do this efficiently if they can assign someone to do it. 

b. Filling gaps with new mapping – longer term, to follow step 1 above; costs & timing depend on 

how much mapping is needed; should be able to complete within a few months and $100, 000. 

Phase 3 – uses the results of Phases 1 & 2 

a.  Hire a consultant to go over the data and bin it according to UPSAG proposed categories and/or 

to propose categories/classification for different types of GL DSLS. This should be able to be 

accomplished in a few months, at a cost of $75,000.  Landslides to evaluate in Phase 3(b) would 

be chosen from these categories.  Weather conditions need to be considered as part of the 

sampling scheme. 
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b. Examination of photo, hydro, and other records, and field visits for each site will be examined to 

determine relevance of landslide activity to potential influences. The number of bins and sites to 

be examined will play into the costs. We won’t know how this might look until 3(a) is complete.  

We may choose to focus on a few bins in order to have enough sites to develop results with 

reasonable confidence. 

TABLE 1.  Rough estimates of personnel, time, and cost of revised research strategy. There is significant 

uncertainty on key elements, including how much original mapping is needed, how many landslide 

categories would be studied, how many samples, availability of DNR staff to do some of the work, etc. 

ESTIMATES DO NOT INCLUDE DNR CONTRACTING TIME, CMER DELIBERTION, OR POLICY APPROVAL 

TIMES - just time required to do the technical work. 

PHASE WHAT? WHO? HOW LONG? (see 

comment above) 

HOW MUCH? 

Phase 1 Literature synthesis Contractor 3 mo. $30K 

Phase 2 (a) Compile existing info DNR? 3 mo. ? 

Phase 2 (b) Fill gaps with original 

mapping 

DNR? 

Consultant? 

Hopefully a few mo., may 

be able to continue with 

Phase 3 if gaps are minor 

$100K or less 

Phase 3 (a) Classify GL DSLS Consultant 6 mo. $75K 

Phase 3 (b) Examine samples 

Remote & field 

Consultant 12 mo. $300K 

TOTAL   About 2 years Around $500K? 

Notes: 

-Phase 1 Literature review can occur simultaneously with Phase 2 mapping. 

-Rough estimate for UPSAG/CMER/Policy – add a minimum of 1 year total for up-front planning and 

contracting, and final review and approval; another 6 months if ISPR is needed. 

 

 
 



Appendix B Summary of Mitigation Measures from FPA's

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

FPA # Owner Name Region County Classification Resubmittal Geotech 
Report

Geo 
memo

Pre-app 
or ICN

WA Rxs FPA 
Status

Date Proposal 1 Proposal 2 GDSL GWRA Mis-
mapped

Public 
safety

Public 
Resource

Dormancy Avoidance De 
minimus

Analysis Tools Mitigation FPA conditioning

2813955 Weyerhaeuser Larch G Northwest Skagit III No N Y N N Approved 5/30/2014
20 ac even age harvest - no 
GDSL/GWRA N N Unknown No Yes N/A N/A Field review N/A N/A

2812808 DNR Big June Bug Northwest Snohomish III No N Y Yes N Approved 9/28/2012
188.5 ac even age harvest in 3 units 
(none within GDSL/GWRA)

7360' of rd construction; 6550' of 
reconstruction (none within 
GDSL/GWRA). No No No N/A N/A

Yes- DSL not 
GDSL N/A N/A

Lidar, existing 
geologic and soil 
maps, LHZ None None

2812449 Grandy Lakes None Northwest Skagit III No N N No Y-Hazel Approved 5/1/2012
6 ac even age harvest - none in 
GDSL/GWRA

600' rd construction - None in 
GDSL/GWRA No No N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Hazel WA Rx N/A N/A

2807020 Grandy Lakes CC Hazel Northwest Snohomish III Yes N N N Y-Hazel Approved 8/23/2004
7.5 ac of even age harvest; none 
within GWRA

No road construction - all existing 
roads. Yes Yes N N/A N/A N/A Yes WA Rxs, QE review N/A

48 hr notice; GBE during 
stable soil conditions, all 
yarding/hauling to cease 
at the onset of 
heavy/steady rain and 
will not resume until rain 
has subsided for 24 hrs, 
conditions with 
agreement between Sauk-
Suiattle 
tribe/Landowner/operato
r. All enforceable 
documents to be on site 
when active operations.

2416859 SFLO None South Puget SKing III Yes N N N Y-Tolt Approved 4/23/2014

Regeneration harvest. Avoidance - 
resubmittal resulted in acreage 
reduction unit 2 was dropped from 
original proposal.  Unknown Yes Unknown Removed unit 2 None

2811246 SFLO None Northwest Skagit III No Y N Y N Approved 10/28/2010

93 acres total in 6 units of even aged 
harvest. LTA FPA, intent is log about 
30 ac per entry spread out over life 
of permit. -the GWRA was excluded.  

600' rd construction with bridge 
installation ? Yes* No Yes N/A Yes

USGS maps, 
historical aerial 
photos, field 
investigations.  

per ID team field review: 
Boundary/Buffer around 
(unstable landforms) 
terrain units 4/5 to be 
verified by geologist 
and/or FPF prior to 
harvest.  

2814073 Weyerhaeuser Switch up & Last Northwest Skagit III No Y N N N Approved 7/29/2014

87 acres of even age harvest 2 units- 
but none with GDSL/GWRA (not 
one). No No No No Yes No Yes No

Geologic and soil 
information, aerial 
photo history, field 
inspection, Lidar 
maps.  LHZ Avoidance Strategy None

1



Appendix B Summary of Mitigation Measures from FPA's

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

AA AB AC

Comments Conclusions from GTR- WAC 222-10-030 (1) (a,b,c) Materials

Only mentions of GDSL or instability at all are in a memo that was from applicant's 
QE to FP, produced presumably as part of the review process.  An upper portion of 
the upper was in a 'suspected' GWRA.  QE reviewed for this purpose and observed 
several exposures of metamorphic bedrock and till.  Till was determined to 
lodgment till, not ablation till.  No recessional soils were observed or any signs of 
instability.  Deemed not to be GWRA.  FP subsequently concurred.  N/A N/A

A geomemo documents the discussion around RIL GDSL with the FP geo.  Unit was 
reviewed previously as part of a different proposal that was cancelled.  At that time 
a very large DSL was identified during office review.  Existing maps also show the 
landslide and was located in an area of glacial deposits.  Field inspection confirmed 
this information.  At that time (Spring 2011) details of stratigraphy of the glacial 
deposits were not being taken into account when classifying a particular DSL in 
glacial deposits as Class IVS GWR. The Hazel slide is referenced as the RIL with 
description of its stratigraphy (2 different glacial deposits of varying permeability), 
mechanics, and history are provided.  In Spring of 2012 and ID team occurred on a 
different site and the GDSL/GWRA questions was discussed.  DNR FP Geo indicated 
that in order for the GWRA question to be applicable for RIL both layers of glacial 
deposits need be present (just glacial deposits of variable thickness was not 
enough). If, b/c of lack of exposure, it could not be clearly determined that the 2 
different sediments layers are not present, then a discussion demonstrating that the 
ice-dam lake process could not have been present at the site in question would be 
sufficient to preclude designation as a Class IVS GDSL/GWRA RIL.  However, the site 
may still be a Class IVS if the DSL in question was active (ie RIL E: Other).  This 
argument was made for the DSL in question for this proposal.  The site was a t very 
high elevations (appears to be 1800-2200'; actually had a natural regeneration plan).  
Additionally, text describing that the DSL was not active and had not moved despite 
previous harvests (both from previous rotation and a portion more recently 
downslope) is provided.  N/A glacial deposits
Proposal is on bench above Rollins Cr - no slope >25%.  Hazel WA no longer 
applicable, but would meet Rxs. No mention of GDSL or GWRA anywhere in 
application.  N/A N/A

Resubmittal of 2806934 - Class III due to WA Rxs (avoidance) - Area previously noted 
as ARS #2 removed.  N/A N/A
No mention of unsx whatsoever, although FPA was withdrawn and resubmitted to 
remove unit 2 (4.5 ac) from proposal.  Approved FPA was amended to remove  
approx. half of unit from north side of unit which is all located on bench (business 
decision?) N/A; Class III FPA; Unknown

15 yr LTA/Alternate Plan.  2 previous harvests on this property (2005-6).  GTR 
attached.  50-60 acres removed for unstable slopes.  Historical air photos revealed 
no visible natural or post-logging landslide activity on the property.  Proposal is even 
age harvest property leaving reserves along inner gorges and other potentially unsx 
slopes. Mention of a small GWRA associated with terrain units 4/5 and an inner 
gorge.  These were excluded from harvest with a +/- 20 m buffer.   Essentially very 
little mention of DSL presence, would be a factor or rooting depth.  

a) high likelihood that logging in high hazard terrain units (mainly inner 
gorge features) will result in landslide activity (terrain 5 was the one 
referenced with a GWRA).  B) high likelihood that hose same terrain 
units would deliver to public resource.  C) harvest should exclude 
those terrain units. 

galciofluvial sands and gravels that 
overlie well to imperfectly and 
locally poorly drained glaciomarine 
silts and clays. Mt Josephine 
phyllite.   

Slope stability Assessment form attached (SSA): IG, BRH, Other adjacent.  Class III, 
but GTR attached.  Lidar reveals topographic expression of unsx in middle of the 
northern part of the proposed unit.  Aerial photos shows history of management 
and road building, with some areas of shallow rapid activity.  LHZ completed (Deer 
Cr WA, Rx developed but not approved) identified 5 slides/MWMU in or adjacent to 
proposal.   All of these were avoided with exception of parts of steep slopes prone 
to shallow landslides on 3rd and higher order streams.  These areas were 
determined to have low to moderate delivered rating and can be harvested with 
little likelihood of instability and delivery.  Others areas these features were 
expanded substantially and excluded.  Only one site was observed potentially 
associated with DSL.  10-20% gradient bench at the toe of s steep slope with seeps, 
possibly connected to the area of recessional outwash; it was excluded.  Most 
slopes are stable, where springs emerge and glacial soils fill topographically low 
areas in the bedrock surface, instability has occurred in the past or is currently 
active.  A large area of instability in recessional glacial sediments is driven by weak 
sediments, groundwater, and toe erosion by a sharp bend in Deer Creek has been 
excluded.     

a)unlikely b)unlikely to deliver to PR or in manner that would threaten 
PS c) avoidance strategy for mitigation.  

Bedrock: Chuckanut sandstone, 
siltstone, conglomerate. Late 
Pleistocene glacial deposits of till 
with sporadic glaciolacustrine 
deposits.  
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9

10

11

12

13

2814001 Weyerhaeuser Snow Curve (& DaNorthwest Skagit III No Y N N N Approved 6/20/2014
53 ac even age harvest - no 
GDSL/GWRA N N Unknown No Yes N/A Yes

Geologic and soil 
information, aerial 
photo history, field 
inspection, Lidar 
maps.  LHZ. Avoidance Strategy N/A

2811758 DNR Vibrato CH Northwest
Skagit & 
Snohomish III No N Y Yes Y-Hazel Approved 5/5/2011

77.1 ac even age harvest; none in 
GDSL or GWRA.  

543' rd construction, 19296' 
reconstruction, 3537' abandonment; 
none in GDSL or GWRA. Yes Yes No No Yes Unknown Yes No

Site investigation, 
Hazel & Deer Cr 
WA None

Hazel WA Rxs apply; 
requires confirmation by 
DNR that the Rx selected 
by the applicant is one or 
more of the Rxs approved 
for the specific ARS and 
use of Rxs is required.  
GBE not allowed on any 
wetland soils connected 
with channels and 
restricted to periods of 
stable soil conditions and 
must cease if excessive 
rutting or soil 
displacement occurs, not 
to commence until FPF 
agrees; repair skid trail 
damage, skid trail 
drainage shall be 
established at intervals 
not exceeding 200', 
within 200' of any 
channel, skid trail 
drainage not to exceed 
75'.  

2415380 Hancock Pebble Bluffs South Puget SKing III No Y N N N Approved 6/13/2012
Regeneration harvest - none in 
GWRA or DSL N N No Yes Yes

aerial photos, 
Google earth, King 
County Lidar, USGS, 
DNR BMs, SLPSTAB, 
Weyerhaeuser 
Landslide Inventory 
(Tolt Watershed), 
field review

Mitigation is 
avoidance by 
identifying the 
features and applying 
a 1-2 tree buffer in 
places and 50' buffer 
in others, out sloped 
roads paralleling 
headscarp (beyond 
buffer). Replant as 
soon as possible after 
harvest.

Last 60' of rd 
construction to have 
additional cross-drain or 
opened up 

2416472 Hancock Sequester South Puget SKing III No Y Y N Y-Tolt Approved 11/15/2013

Regeneration harvest. Avoidance - 
13.4 acres excluded from proposal 
with application of no harvest 
erosion buffer on bluff.  Nothing in 
UNSX or GWRA. No No Yes N Yes No Yes

WA documents, 
DNR BM, SLPSTAB, 
Lidar, aerial photos, 
USGS, Google 
Earth, SEPA, field 
review

Avoidance with 25-
50' erosion buffer 
from bluff.  None

2810523 Grandy Lakes CT Whitman Northwest Skagit III No N N N Y Approved 4/3/2009
Commercial thinning of 240 acres.  
TPA will be reduced from 250 to 175.  

All existing roads, no new 
construction.  No No No N No No Yes Hazel WA Rx None

Proposal in within the 
mapped Hazel ARS#6.  
Approval is subject to 
confirmation by DNR that 
the Rx is approved for 
ARS#6 and that the use of 
Rx for ARS#6 is required.  
(mapping affirmation)
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AA AB AC

Comments Conclusions from GTR- WAC 222-10-030 (1) (a,b,c) Materials

9

10

11

12

13

Roads were constructed under previous FPA 2813712. Class III, but GTR attached. 
Lidar shows a relatively level terrace along the south side of Deer Cr.   The upland to 
the south is incised with several steep ravines, but not DSL, such as those to the east 
and west of harvest unit.  LHZ completed (Deer Cr WA, Rx developed but not 
approved) identified 5 slides/MWMU in or adjacent to proposal.   All of these were 
avoided.  The landforms argue for a large dead-ice feature.  Downstream, the soil is 
a glaciolacustrine deposit that has suffered DSL instability and was sensitive to past 
FP.  No DSLing is occurring in the area chosen for the harvest unit.  The extreme 
coarseness of the deposit and glacial overriding account for its relative stability in 
between unsx slopes.  

a)unlikely b)unlikely to deliver to PR or in manner that would threaten 
PS c) avoidance strategy for mitigation.  

Bedrock: Chuckanut sandstone, 
siltstone, conglomerate. Late 
Pleistocene glacial deposits of till 
with sporadic glaciolacustrine 
deposits.  

Hazel WA Rxs applied (Class III?) to SE portion of unit.  Unit splits county and WAU 
boundaries.  (Skagit/Snohomish & Hazel/Deer Cr). ICN (attached) notes Class IVS 
triggers, but those have been removed from sale area. ICN pertains to Unit 4 of this 
proposal with other units now part of a different proposal.  WA Rxs: ARS 4; Bounded 
out an area of GWRA equal to that of the landslide in the SE corner.  ARS 5 & 6; 
bounded out slopes > 50%.  Geomemo:  relatively permeable glacial outwash over 
relatively impermeable glaciolacustrine deposits.  Relatively flat terrain but slightly 
sloping.  Hazel require bounding out an area of GWRA equal to that of the GDSL.  
Deer Cr is not complete and therefor harvest there would trigger Class IVS.  Used 
Hazel WA method and FPR to determine GWRA and compared.  Outcome was 
similar as well as FP rules and Rxs on the ground.  Resulted in a very irregular line 
that varied from 100' to 700' from the heads of the DSL.  Tulalip & Stillaguamish 
tribes concurred with the placement of the boundary.   Final line varies from 500-
700' from scarps (slightly further than FPR or Hazel WA Rxs.  N/A see comments.  

relatively permeable coarse-
grained glacial out-wash deposits 
that underlain by relatively 
impermeable fine-grained 
glaciolacustrine deposits.  

GTR attached and notes 222-16-050 A, D & E. Not GDSL or GWRA, discussion does 
not include GDSL but does sound like one.  Approx. 45 ac of unsx noted and 
removed. USNX 1 - Meander bend of NF Snoqualmie Unsx 2- Large scale landslide 
complex-coalescing debris slides: Surficial raveling of soils adjacent to River, with a 
headscarp that is actively retreating into the upland, accumulating in a loose wedge 
that is being eroded by river, all activity is attributed to the toe erosion, not caused 
by any condition in the headscarp area (ie poor drainage, springs, seeps) UNSX 3- 
bedrock hollows with debris flows.  All of area has been harvested and has 
roads/skid trails.

Not required b/c of avoidance mitigation strategy - Class III. GTR does 
address them as Policy issues a)Active landsliding will still occur, not 
characterized b) active toe erosion will still deliver, road will eventually 
be lost in 50-75 yrs c)Mitigation is avoidance by identifying the 
features and applying a 1-2 tree buffer in places and 50' buffer in 
others, out sloped roads paralleling headscarp (beyond buffer).

Unstable slope deposits, younger 
and older alluvium, ice-contact 
deposits, glaciolacustrine deposits.  

Multiyear FPA.  GTR attached with goal of avoidance. No GDSL/GWRA noted. Tolt 
WA Rxs rescinded - FPR apply.  GTR addendum (tech memo) addresses/references 
comments from Isabelle S (DNR) that occur in a quasi ID Team review. Resulted in 
concurrence that feature is the result of block caving of bluff followed by surficial 
raveling and sliding (<10') which is rapidly eroded at the toe of slope by River. No 
IFC, but memo documents findings.  Road (from damn construction) ditch as well as 
notch from previous sand & gravel operations drains water away from feature.  
Proposal avoid unsx and applies a 50' buffer from bluff in some areas.  Active caving 
and toe erosion.  Aerial photos show history of bluff caving.  GWRA is addressed, 
not mapped or analyzed, but deemed insignificant due to the 3 drainages that 
emerge just below the bluff.  

Not required - Class III FPA - but still addressed: a) should not increase 
movement of the bluff-line or contribute to further movement of a 
potentially unstable slope or b) cause the delivery of sediment or 
debris to public resources in a manner that could threaten public 
safety provided that c) 25-50+ erosion buffers are applied to the bluff 
line and the unit is replanted ASAP following harvest.  

Weathered soil & Colluvium, Active 
& Inactive Unstable slopes, 
Recessional outwash/Ice-Contact 
deposits, volcanic & Sedimentary 
rock

Hazel Cr WA Rxs apply.  Class III application, no GTR required under prescriptions 
due to removal of GWRA (ARS#2) from proposal.  Applicant had indicated on WA 
worksheet that unit was adjacent to ARS #2,6, & 11, but that none are within 
proposal.  FPA was renewed in order to complete full harvest prescriptions.   Only 
20% of the volume was removed during 1st entry, whereas FPA allowed 25% 
removal.  N/A N/A
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2415071 Hancock Crowsfoot South Puget SKing III No Y N Y Y - Tolt Approved 12/28/2011
Regeneration harvest (unknown 
area) Road construction U Y N Y No Yes

Multiple WA and 
DNR docs, aerial 
photos, Lidar, Soil 
Surveys, USGS 
maps, field review

Y; harvest as 
proposed with 
Surface Erosion Rxs 
implemented None

2806489 Crown Pacific Larson's Pit Northwest Skagit III Yes Y N No N Approved 12/31/2003

Proposal is 2 units - 36 ac of CT with 
30% stem removal - Rxs is not 
provided) & 62 ac of even aged 
harvest.  No info on what % are in 
DSL/GWRA if at all. 

SEPA notes 425' of road and landing 
construction (on slopes less than 
10%) & 1600' of rd abandonment of 
old grade (within RMZ of river)   Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes-GDSL; 
unknown 
GWRA

USGS maps, 
historical aerial 
photos, field 
inspection, GIS 
hydrological 
modeling program 
(Automated 
Geospatial 
Watershed 
Assessment 
developed by 
USDA)

Incorporated into 
proposal via 
avoidance of 
unstable features 
(lots of shallow rapid 
features).  

GBE only to operate in 
stable soil conditions, to 
be discontinued if 
rutting/soil displacement.  

2812120 Longview So Parrot Part 2 Northwest Skagit IVS No Y N
Yes?- See 

comments N Approved 11/4/2011
2 ac even aged harvest of GWRA. 
Total of 6 ac of potential GWRA.  No Yes No No Yes Yes

DSL - Yes; 
Potential 
GWRA-No No

Existing geologic 
and soil maps, 
Lidar, LHZ, aerial 
photos, field 
inspections.  

Deer Cr and marbled 
murrelet buffers are 
sufficient.  

48 hr notice; to avoid soil 
disturbance in GWRA, a 
minimum of leading edge 
suspension is required for 
all logs.  

2609742 Pope Elk Mudd Olympic Jefferson IVS Yes Y N Y N Approved 3/15/2009
Regeneration harvest (approx. 40% 
of GWRA) Y Y N Low probabil Yes

DSL-Yes; 
GWRA-No Yes

Geology maps, 
aerial photographs, 
field recon, no 
Lidar available, no 
subsurface 
investigation Y None

2414688 Hancock Glide/Brush Hog/  South Puget SKing IVS No N N Y Y Approved 7/29/2011

4 harvest units - multi-year FPA for a 
total of 142 ac of regeneration 
harvest in GWRA.

Minor' amount of new road 
construction in GWRA Y Y N

Yes with low 
potential for 
delivery 
from DSL, 
but high for 
slumping 
associated 
with scarp 
and local 
streams.

Yes, aside 
from small 
slumps 
associated 
with scarp. 
The slump in 
the GWRA is 
inactive as 
well.  

DSL-Yes; 
GWRA-No

Historical aerial 
photos, Lidar, 
regional geology 
maps, soil surveys, 
soil pits, other WA 
documents, Field 
review, no 
subsurface analysis 
(although well log 
information was 
available), 
empirical model for 
hydrologic 
maturity, MW & 
Hydrology modules 
of WA manual

staggering of harvest 
units - followed by 
monitoring and re-
evaluation if 
increased slope 
movement; carefully 
disperse and do not 
concentrate water 
into streams or wet 
areas from roads and 
landings above scarp, 
monitor existing road 
to ensure natural 
water dispersal

FPA conditioning per Toth 
report - assess runoff 
from skid trail and roads - 
ensure water is dispersed
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16

17

18

ICN #17054 attached - no Class IV triggers identified all features were avoided 
including those identified as "prevent or avoid" in WA or included if the risk was 
determined 'low' from the WA flowchart procedure- roads will not concentrate 
water and avoid scarp face with exception of one temporary road on dry terrain- 
GTR might have been product of Tolt WA - GTR notes DSL, not GDSL, but 
encompassing the entire hillside, some indicators of typical DSL activity observed. 
Most all of the feature has been excluded, some portions that are relatively flat and 
have no potential for surface delivery are included in harvest.  No risk of toe-
undercutting (adequately buffered) in area proposed for harvest.  Increase in GWR 
for harvest is not significant considering the actual recharge system (most of which 
has been harvested and is reforesting).  Primary mechanism of DSL movement is 
undercutting of the toe by NF Tolt River.  Road construction underwent sediment 
delivery analysis with 'low' result.  N/A; Class III FPA; report also satisfies requirements of WA analysis Rxs

Landslide (Ql), Alluvium (Qa), 
Recessional Outwash (Qvr), Glacial 
Drift (Qgd)

Resubmittal of FPA# 2806310 - Class III withdrawn by applicant.  No explanation 
provided.  It had 3 units (69, 32, & 24 ac) - all regeneration whereas this proposal is 
36 ac of CT (30% stem removal) and 62 ac regeneration.  This FPA was apparently 
processed as Class III, but has SEPA and GTR attached.  SEPA notes GDSL & GWRA 
(DNR geology map & QE) triggering Class IVS. SEPA notes avoidance strategy with  
long-term GWRA mitigation by removal of hardwood pockets to be replaced by 
conifer regeneration.  Recharge assessments indicate proposal increases runoff 
quantity by 2% from 34% for current conditions.  DSL were noted in terrain analysis, 
but described as ancient.  While some features are mapped on photos, they are not 
discernible due to quality of scan, GDSL and GWRA are not mapped, so it is unclear 
how much of proposal may have been associated with features.  

Not provided in this format, but addressed in text of terrain review 
and analysis.  Proposal should not have significant impact on slope 
stability, increased runoff or GWR.  Proposal results in 2% less 
subsurface recharge due to increase in runoff. since winter is recharge 
season, there will not be a significant effect on GW table.  1970 clear 
cutting of the same area did not have any impacts per air photos.  DSL 
was not reinitiated from previous harvest.  

cobbly pebbly sands overlying 
glaciolacustrine sediments, Glacial 
till, Mt Josephine bedrock

This 2 ac harvest was visited and discussed during site visit to adjacent South Parrot 
unit (FPA 2812070 a 43 ac even age harvest), from which was excluded.  It was 
agreed at the time that that site visit would be sufficient for this proposal.  It was 
also agreed that it would be approved when submitted with its own GTR.  The unit 
comprises 2 ac of a delineated possible GWRA, with 4 ac of the possible GWRA left 
uncut.  A GDSL is described along Deer cr (undercut toe) as well as a small shallow 
slide to the south along a Type N stream.  A wide bench exists between the toe and 
the edge of Deer Cr.  Lidar image shows the possibility of an ancient large landslide 
originating near 1900' with debris part approx. 3000' from the scarp.  The scarp 
could be coincident with the Larch Cr Fault trace.  The debris is overlies glacial 
deposits, so it is younger than 13k yrs.  It is considered ancient and the proposal is 
not considered to have deleterious effect on the landslide.  From photos much of 
are was clear-cut into he 40's, but not the steep slope at the sharp bend in Deer Cr.  
A slide here was visible in 1983 photo due to inundation of the toe by Deer Cr.  
Thorough recon of are indicated no seepage, but 2 small creeks carry water 
seasonally into the head of the landslide.  GWRA is deemed not a contributing 
factor to this landslide.  The DSL and potential GWRA is mapped with flow.  3 
criteria to be satisfied for area to be classified as GWRA: 1)a receiving DSL feature 
2)glacial sediments where pervious soil overlies less pervious soil and 3) potential 
delivery of failed material to a stream.  1) questionably satisfied, 2) not satisfied, 
impervious soils over bedrock 3) satisfied it would deliver.  Much of GWRA was 
bounded out for Deer Cr buffer and marbled murrelets.  No additional buffer 
needed b/c GW is not a contributing factor and 400' distant from landslide at 
closest point.

a) unlikely to cause or contribute to movement, b) unlikely to deliver 
or threaten PS, c) no additional buffer needed from that of Deer Cr 
and marbled murrelets.  

bedrock overlain by Vashon 
glaciolucstrine deposits, Vashon 
till, Everson recessional outwash, 
Everson recessional lacustrine 
deposits.  

GTR & ICN #13780 and SEPA referenced but not attached (but have obtained a copy)- 
original FPA 2609694 was withdrawn - due to TFW process review of unsx; GDSL is 
entirely on other owner property and 60% of GWRA is also north of property line; 
unclear if DSL or GDLS (just relic/dormant) - very small GWRA (few acres) with 
slopes lying upgradient of landform drain primarily to the small drainages to the 
west and east of landform - low risk.  Lead end-suspension, no GBE on slopes >60%, 
reduce accumulated slash on slopes > 60%, Monitor - All justified by dormancy and 
absence of activity from previous harvest (review of photo history and 
stumps/trees).

a) low b) low likelihood for public safety and resources c) Avoid 
prominent slope breaks associated with deeply incised drainage, the 
inner gorge, and minor drainages, Lead end-suspension and maximize 
lift, no GBE on slopes >60%, reduce accumulated slash on slopes > 
60%, Monitor 

Volcanic rocks of Eocene Crescent 
Formation overlain by thin layer of 
Vashon Age diamicton (glacial till)

Multi-year (multiple unit FPA); Griffin Cr WA; GTR referenced (not attached, but was 
able to obtain) - ICN for pre-app review #17134 (attached); review of Toth report 
and feature, no dispute with report; Feature in question was ID as deep-seated, not 
GDSL - Tolt WA has no Rxs for GWRA, but requires site specific analysis of DSL using 
MW Rx methodology.  DSL is mapped (357 ac, with 90% on ownership) from 300-
600' elevation as well as a large rotational slump (268 ac) in the GWRA from 800-
940' elevation. GWRA is 829 ac with 825 of it on ownership.  Existing roads (active & 
inactive) along scarp and into body of DSL. DSL and slump in GWRA are 
characterized as inactive and ancient with slumping due to rotational slumping of 
scarp and road cut, essentially concurring with TOLT WA. Previous DSL activity was 
not associated with management.  WA hydrology model used to assess various 
vegetation cover scenarios. Entirely within RD zone.  Current conditions =29% 
hydrologically immature, 20% intermediate,  and 51% mature.  

a)unlikely b)public resource - unlikely public safety-No threat (only 
catastrophic failure c) staggering of harvest units - followed by 
monitoring and re-evaluation if increased slope movement; carefully 
disperse and do not concentrate water into streams or wet areas from 
roads and landings above scarp, monitor existing road to ensure 
natural water dispersal Glacial till and outwash, alluvium
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2415679 Hancock Power Block South Puget SKing IVS No Y N N N Approved 10/20/2012

Regeneration Harvest (31 ac) - 
unclear how much may be within a 
perceived GWRA.  Yes

Yes, not 
delineate
d

Y; 1 mi 
downstre
am on 
river Yes Yes

DSL-Yes; 
unclear on 
GWRA (but not 
RIL GWRA)

Google Earth, aerial 
photos, Lidar, 
USGS, DNR BMs, 
SLPSTAB, field 
review

Applicant extended 
buffers (beyond geo 
recommendation) on 
other unsx features. 
Replant ASAP post 
harvest. None

2808897 DNR Sugar Magnolia Northwest Whatcom IVS No Y N N N Approved 1/10/2007

30.9 ac of commercial thinning (all 
hardwoods, PSF and WH < 14"dbh 
and retention of all DF & WRC) 
within GWRA.  Residual avg DBH is 
15.5" with 70% canopy closure.  
Removal is approx. 1/3 of BA. 6 ac 
are Ground-based.  Yes Yes No No Yes No

GDSL-Yes; 
GWRA -No

LHZ , literature 
review, aerial 
photos, field 
investigations, 
observations of 
management in 
vicinity

None; incorporated 
into proposal.  None applicable.  

2811925 Longview North Parrot Northwest Skagit IVS No Y N
Yes, but no 

ICN N Approved 8/24/2011

70 ac even age harvest (none within 
GWRA); 8.9 ac of CT within GWRA. 
Nothing within GDSL.

No road construction - all existing 
roads. Y Y No No Yes Yes

GDSL-yes; 
GWRA-No No

Existing geologic 
and soil maps, 
Lidar, LHZ, aerial 
photos, field 
inspections.  

  
buffer around scarp 
of headscarp.  Fore 
recessional terrace, 
leave 75% of trees by 
crown cover.  Inner 
boundary of feature 
is ID by change in 
level ground to 20% 
slopes.  Outer 
boundary is sharp 
slope break. Most 
efficient methods of 
harvesting would be 
strips radiating off of 
landing.  

48 hr notice; Lead end 
suspension, GBE 
operations within 
identified GWRA 
restricted to July-
September of any given 
year and also restricted 
to periods of dry soils 
within this time frame.  

2813033 Longview Big 2 New 1600 RNorthwest Skagit IVS Yes Y N No N Approved 2/19/2013
Rd construction of 1635' and 
associated R/W No No Yes No Yes N/A N/A N/A

existing published 
geologic & soils 
information, aerial 
photos, field 
inspection, Lidar, 
LHZ completed for 
Deer Cr WA, Rxs 
too, but not 
approved.  N/A N/A

2810865 Longview Grinch 6000 Northwest Snohomish IVS Yes Y N No N Approved 11/10/2009
111 ac of even age harvest; no 
GDSL/GWRA

5415' of rd construction; no 
GDSL/GWRA N N N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

existing geologic 
and soil maps and 
information, aerial 
photos, field 
inspection.  N/A N/A

2811071 DNR Fiero Northwest
Skagit & 
Snohomish IVS No Y N No Y- Hazel Approved 4/5/2010

110.9 ac even aged harvest in 2 units 
and 7.7 ac of uneven age harvest in 2 
units; none in GDSL/GWRA

6425' of rd construction that is to be 
abandoned; none in GDSL/GWRA N N Yes N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
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48.9 ac of unsx slope noted and removed.  All areas identified had high risk of 
landslide and varying risks of sediment delivery.  Attached GTR is a revision to a 
previous report to include hydrologic assessment for Stream E/G watershed using 
DNR hydrologic Change Model Appendix C.  GTR notes presence of 222-16-050 
A,C,D & E.  No mention of GDSL, but text does describe one.  DSL with multiple 
Bedrock hollows.  GWRA is mentioned but described as little influence b/c of 
presence of multiple streams.  There  is active shallow slide activity but no DSL 
activity.  Hydrologic assessment included to evaluate potential for timber harvest to 
increase runoff relative to fully forested conditions.  Runoff to streams and White 
River is described, but not GWR.  Very similar to  2415380 assessment - movement 
due to toe erosion.  

a) unsx areas excluded therefore proposal should not contribute to 
further movement.  Flat area above unsx2 could be considered a 
GWRA, ancient feature and a Lahar deposit with primary causal factor 
being toe erosion, post harvest GWR changes should not reactivate the 
ancient landslide.  b)?; unsx excluded c) landowner applied undefined 
additional voluntary buffers on identified unsx features.  

Landslide deposits, landslide 
headscarp, unstable steep slopes, 
Lahar deposits, Recessional 
outwash

LHZ mapped a DSL in glacial materials.  Evidence of past and on-going instability 
within and along the upper edge.  Most of movements are discrete shallow rapid 
slides, but DSL movement is associated with the toe.  Raveling & slab like collapse 
maintain the near vertical unstable condition of the scarp.  Has been a perpetual 
process.  GDSL + GWRA = 100 ac.  Both are mapped.  Landslide profile is provided. 
Entire area was harvested circa 1950.  Stands within GWRA are > 40 yrs (ie 
hydrologically mature), except for 12-15 ac harvested circa 1980.  Runoff increases 
are generally proportional to the area of watershed cleared.  Measurable increases 
are not detectable until 20% of watershed is removed.  Water yield increases 
associated with 1/3 of existing stand within 1/3 of watershed area would be quite 
small, perhaps not measurable.  USDA models indicate < 1% increase in summer and 
autumn and none for winter and spring.  ET analysis included - harvest implications 
are far less than seasonal/annual variances to water yield form precipitation.  ROS 
assessed: hydrologically mature when 70% canopy closure = no impact from 
proposal.  

Not provided in this format.  But conclusion are negligible impact, thus 
low risk for slope movement, delivery has and will continue to occur 
naturally and low risk to public safety due to remote nature of site.  
Mitigation is incorporated into the proposal: Thinning, no road 
construction, only 6 ac of GBE, timing restrictions, 50-100' setback 
from scarp of landslide, hand felling of timber, limit on density and 
width of yarding corridors, except when radially cable yarding around 
landings.  

Chuckanut sandstone; Individual 
lenses (gravelly sands, till-like 
material, cobble and boulder size 
rock), glacial deposits; sedimentary 
bedrock.

GTR indicates LO had meeting with DNR and GWRA was suggested.  Lidar reveals a 
large landslide feature NE of proposed unit as well as other minor instability on the 
slope between the unit and Deer Cr.  A large LS complex is located on the N side of 
Deer Cr.  Larch Lake Fault is oriented through the middle of proposed unit.  Aerial 
photos:  BY 1949 road and logging most of hill has occurred. Landslide is visible.  
Does not indicate a history of active DSL associated with the recessional terrace at 
the subject site.  Clear-cut of terrace in adjacent areas 7-8 yrs prior show no 
landsliding.  LHZ shows mapped landslides and MWMUs.  Features were verified in 
field and mapped.  Large complex is illustrated with cross sectional sketch.  Noted 
that most active part of instability in this reach of Deer Cr is actually on opposite 
slope where Cr is eating at toe of slope.  Recommend 100' buffer around scarp of 
headscarp.  Fore recessional terrace, leave 75% of trees by crown cover.  Inner 
boundary of feature is ID by change in level ground to 20% slopes.  Outer boundary 
is sharp slope break. Most efficient methods of harvesting would be strips radiating 
off of landing.  

a) unlikely to cause or contribute to slope movement, b) unlikely to 
deliver to PR or threaten PS, c)Recommend 100' buffer around scarp 
of headscarp.  Fore recessional terrace, leave 75% of trees by crown 
cover.  Inner boundary of feature is ID by change in level ground to 
20% slopes.  Outer boundary is sharp slope break. Most efficient 
methods of harvesting would be strips radiating off of landing.  

Darrington phyllite, Mt Josephine 
semi-schist, and Helena-Haystack 
Melange metavolnics bedrock 
overlain by Pleistocene glacial 
deposits and Holocene Landslide 
scars and deposits.  The till is also 
called hardpan here sue to low 
permeability.  Glacial lake deposit 
mapped, not in field, on lower part 
of steep slope above Deer Cr. (out 
of harvest unit).

Resubmittal of FPA 2812954 that was withdrawn due to snow accumulations 
preventing review of site during FPA review period.  No change from info on that 
FPA. There is no GDSL or GWRA, it was mismapped in the Deer Cr WA.  Class IVS for 
inner gorge.  N/A

Bedrock is greenstone of Helena-
Haystack Melange, a 
metamorphosed basalt, andesite, 
dacite, rhyolite that also contains 
layers of tuff.  A thin layer of 
colluvium is present in some 
places.  

Resubmittal noted on checklist, but same FPA number was referenced FPA 2810849 
on the bottom of some scanned sheets. GTR only address road construction on an 
orphaned road. Unsure why this was in list to review, only mention of GDSL/GWRA 
is "IMO, this is not a typical GWRA.  The upper parts and areas uphill of harvest unit 
are underlain at the ground surface by till or bedrock; not the outwash soil on 
terrace-like landforms that would feed water to large spring complexes.  Such areas 
typically are affected by DSL, which are not observed at this site.  Typical mass 
wasting at this site is erosion by surface water.  N/A

Recessional outwash is shown on 
geologic map to widespread to the 
east of Jim Cr, but none was 
observed on or adjacent to the 
proposed harvest unit.  

Applicant notes that Hazel WA notes an area around BC-69 pit as being located in a 
GWRA for a deep seated landslide, per FPA and FP Geo, during a review of another 
FPA it was confirmed that it is not within ARS#11.  DSL (mapped MWMU 2 & 3) to 
the west and downslope of unit 2 are not earthflows, per QE, FP BM guidance was 
applied. Deer CR WA Rxs were referenced despite not being approved.  No other 
mention of GDSL/GWRA. QE report noted on checklist but no GTR attached.  N/A N/A
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2612563 Rayonier 27N14W367 Olympic Jefferson IVS Yes Y N
Y - with 1st 
submittal N Approved 10/5/2013

Variable ac regeneration harvest of 
Boulder Cr DSL- retain 38% of feature 
with shallow rapid features and scarp 
and wettest area removed from 
proposal - Western Goodman Cr - 
Harvest in GWRA - 2 step process-1st 
completed 8-10 yrs prior (approx. 
80%) - Eastern Goodman CR DSL - 
Harvest - dormant, DSL does not 
extend into bedrock - 1.5 acre 
harvest of GWRA of dormant 3200 
Mainline DSL. Corridor trees from scarps Yes Yes No Yes-Low Yes No No

Soil Survey, USGS 
maps, aerial 
photos, Lidar, field 
reviews

All shallow-rapid 
features, scarps, 
wettest and most 
active areas removed 
from harvest. 
Corridor trees felled 
sideslope and left on 
site.  None

2805938 Trillium Cortez-Tabasco Northwest Whatcom IVS Yes Y N N N Approved 5/14/2003

Salvage of 40 ac (previously felled 
and concentrated on about 15 ac) 
and 23 ac of even aged harvest (was 
voluntarily withdrawn from FPA 
2805298)

Road is existing and was constructed 
under FPA 2805298, 95% of road is 
within an identified GWRA Yes Yes No Yes No

2415372 DNR GRCC 2D's Salvag South Puget SKing IVS Yes Y N N N Approved 6/19/2012

Salvage of down/dead trees in 3-5 
acre entries encompassing 90 ac of 
GWRA Y Y

Yes-Hi 
likelihood Yes - Hi likelih

Dormant-
distinct & 
Active No Yes

Previous 
assessment, 
SLPSTAB, USGS, 
DNR database, 
Lidar, soils survey, 
aerial photographs, 
DOT reports, field 
investigation, no 
slope stability 
modeling or 
subsurface 
exploration.  None

Live trees needed to be 
felled are required to be 
reviewed and approved 
by DNR.

2808143 SFLO Yakley Northwest Whatcom IVS Yes Y* N N N Approved 1/18/2006 8 acres of uneven-age harvest No rd construction Yes Yes Possibly

1 
residence
; owned 
by 
applicant No N/A No Yes

Tabasco info + field 
review.  None

GBE only to operate in 
stable soil conditions, to 
be discontinued if 
rutting/soil displacement.  
Other conditions n/a. 

2612258 DNR H-1000 Again Thi Olympic Jefferson IVS No Y Y N N Approved 4/19/2013

Variable Density Harvest (thinning) 
28 of 34 ac (82%) of GWRA of GDLS A 
& max of 2.9 ac of GWRA of GDSL B 
(16%). .3 ac of GDSL A or .006%.  Yes Yes No Yes Yes/No No

Yes, thinning 
to have 
minimal 
increase in 
GW 
contributions
.  

Ortho and aerial 
photo, USGS DEMs, 
field inspections, 
Lidar, LHZ 
completed (Middle 
Hoh WAU), 
SLPSTAB, soil 
survey, soil pits None None

2612447 Fruit Growers St Regis East Olympic Jefferson IVS No Y N N N Approved 7/28/2013
Regeneration Harvest (total of 6.5 ac)- 
Harvest of .5 ac of .85 ac GWRA. Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes

USGS, LHZ, Lidar, 
DEM, orthos and 
aerial photos, DNR 
GIS layers, 
SLPSTAB, field 
review, no 
subsurface 
evaluation.

50' no cut buffer on 
GDSL-retains 45% of 
GWRA. None
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4 DSL and GWRA identified; Boulder Cr DSL - slump blocks with benches, drainages, 
shallow rapid slides within, little chance of delivery other than shallow rapid.  38% 
of area removed from proposal is not expected to cause or increase movement b/c 
Boulder creek is generously buffered (retain rooting strength and ET), seepage at 
glaciolacustrine contact (seepage may increase but into small creeks), main scarp, 
wettest areas, and most active areas removed, and no hydrologic response from 
previous harvest. DSL has profiles. very little delivery potential.  Western Goodman 
Cr DSL - translational failure, ancient and dormant, man-made pond below ended 
toe erosion, shallow rapid features, no movement when entire feature and GWRA 
was harvested before, little delivery potential, a majority of GWRA was harvested 8-
10 yrs prior (plan was to split up harvest).  Eastern Goodman Cr DSL - shallow 
translational feature with a very small GWRA (due to proximity to ridge); similar 
conditions.  Active shallow and slumping in IG feature at creek junction. 3200 
Mainline DSL - entire feature besides toe was harvested in 2007.  Dormant 
earthflow, strongly arcuate headscarp 20' x 1400', no signs of activity within body, 
sidescarps are defined.  Very narrow toe that if eroded may reinitiate limited 
motion, but does not buttress feature.  1.5 ac of GWRA is proposed for harvest.  

a) proposal does increase likelihood od shallow rapid failures - all 
features removed from harvest retaining rooting strength, unlikely to 
accelerate large scale movement of Boulder Cr DSL b/c feature did not 
experience a visually obvious to last era of harvest, removed 38% of 
DSL from harvest, buffered most active portions of main scarp and 
wettest portion of lower hillslope, lack of GWRA above main scarp, no 
movement expected in toe b/c side slopes into Boulder Cr are 
buffered, GW seepage at glaciolacustrine contact (either permeable 
and/or saturated). W Goodman DSL reinitiation is very unlikely b/c it is 
very dormant and no longer being undercut by Goodman Cr, although 
smaller spatially localized DSL younger than main body will continue 
(slumps).  No response from previous harvests, staggered harvests.  E 
Goodman DSL - area did not reactivate to previous era harvest, 
movement in inner gorge will occur as it has and accelerate small 
slump blocks.  3200 Mainline DSL - no response to previous era or 
recent harvest and only 1.5 ac of recharge proposed for harvest.  b) 
From F&F report, exclusion of shallow rapid RILS is believed to keep 
frequency and magnitude within range of natural processes,  slide 
activity will still occur and delivery will still occur but not expected to 
be increased by proposal c)proposal has incorporated mitigation.  

Lower-Middle Miocene overlain 
with alpine glacial drift of 
Wisconsin younger age, include 
outwash, till and lacustrine 
sediments.

From SEPA: Area was originally to be developed and permits obtained, but market 
changes changed plans.  FPA 2805298 (Class III) was approved 7/14/2002, 
subsequently modified 10/10/2002 and disapproved 12/27/2002. Additional info 
submitted 12/20/2002 was treated as FPA 2805689 and was disapproved 
12/30/2002 prior to issuance of threshold determination.  Additional info was 
submitted 1/30/2003 and was treated as FPA 2805770 and was disapproved 
2/13/2003 prior to issuance of a threshold determination. 51 ac of project area was 
identified as being within a GWRA, of these 35 were cut and partially yarded under 
2805298 and 16 ac are still standing.  GTR compares the hydrogeologic setting as it 
existed prior to approval of Cortez unit (standing timber) with the immediately post 
project proposal (cleared to bare earth). Tabasco project (current one) does not 
propose to remove stumps and does propose regeneration. GDSL are coastal bluffs 
into the Georgia Strait. Public safety risk of wildfire of felled timber.  6 single family 
residence and associated outbuildings down slope of project area. GTR available on 
file.   

GTR builds upon a previous assessment for the Asset & Property Mgmt. Division 
(Appendix B).  Low likelihood of initiate or reactivate slope movement.  Proposal is 
for dead and down (little transpiration) and will use existing skid trails (little soil 
compaction).  Referenced report for APMD includes a nice discussion on public 
safety concerns (no movement despite pvt harvest in 60-70s as residential 
development within GWRA).  

a) low b) high likelihood to public resources and public safety c) 
Overall risk is low, de minimus proposal - no mitigation provided

Glaciolacustrine sediments & 
advance outwash

GTR notes original permit was referred back for a Class IVS to include a GTR.  This 
area is adjacent to FPA 2805938 (Trillium-Tabasco unit) and is intended to be used 
with that report.  See above for some details.  GTR notes site is to be converted for 
residence.  Applicable county permits are attached.  App was processed as Class IVS 
not conversion.  The south half of the 40 acre ownership was logged in previous 2 
yrs.  2 man-made ponds on property (100' setbacks).  Site has been logged twice.  
Fire history present.  No DSL activity despite coastal bluff logging.  Bluff in front of 
this unit does not contain DSL, but area is still presumably with GWRA of larger 
bluff.  Freeze-thaw has caused some shallow slides. GW recharge analysis built upon 
that in Tabasco GTR.  Proposal in GTR does not jive with that on FPA. 14 acres of 
even age harvest was analyzed.  An increase of .27 to .82"/yr are estimated (1.4-
2.8%).  

Not provided in this format.  Overall concurrence with previous report 
and minimal affects are anticipated.  Based upon complete denuding 
of watershed and fires not having an impact previously.  Recommend 
that hazard trees within wetlands felled and removed, ditch along 
Semiahmoo Dr carrying most of the water from in front of this unit be 
maintained.   

Chuckanut formation bedrock, 
sand and gravel overlying 
Bellingham drift (Glacial) 

Rx is to thin from below from 248 tpa and 210 BA to 120 tpa and 140 BA.  Small 
patches of regeneration in thinning.  GTR attached and revised GDSL/GWRA 
acreages via memo.  Addition of GDSL B (active  on eastern portion and formant 
indistinct for western portion).  GDSL was split into to features, removing some area 
from GDSL A and its GWRA.  Skid trail noted as directing water to active portion of 
headscarp.  No landslide response from last harvest.  No signs of 'drunken forest'!  
GDSL/GWRA are mapped.  Soil pits were dug.  Migrating CMZ is believed to the 
primary causal mechanism for slope movement.  

a) Low - little recharge area is proposed for harvest, Rx is a thinning 
and will retain significant number of mature trees, DSL complex's west 
margin is inactive, east margin is active (toe undercut by Hoh River is 
driver) b) low - low likelihood of movement c) overall risk is low - no 
mitigation needed.

Miocene-Eocene bedrock overlain 
by alpine glacial outwash, till and 
lacustrine sediments.  

2.665 ac GDSL and .85 ac GWRA mapped.  Aerial photo history reveals potential 
reactivation occurrences of slide due to construction of St Regis Rd. Cross-drains 
were installed in 2000 reconstruction to dewater.  Has since stabilized.  Slope 
profiles completed.  Deep Percolation Model used to assess GWR impacts of 
proposal, estimated to increase GW inputs by approx. 13%.  Also ran Distributed 
Hydrology Soils Vegetation Model = 15%

a) unlikely to contribute to further slope movement b/c reinitiation 
was due to past road construction, predicted increase in GWR of 13-
15% is relatively small, most of this increase would occur outside of 
wettest period of year, DSL feature has no harvest and a 50" buffer will 
be retained beyond the scarp. b) unlikely to increase delivery to a 
public resource or threaten public safety since boundaries are outside 
of unstable landforms c) 50' buffer of trees around the scarp will 
retain 45% of trees within GWRA. Given incorporated mitigation, no 
other recommendations.  

Alpine Glacial deposits - outwash, 
till, and lacustrine sediments 
underlain by sandstone and 
siltstone bedrock.  
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Appendix B Summary of Mitigation Measures from FPA's

1

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

FPA # Owner Name Region County Classification Resubmittal Geotech 
Report

Geo 
memo

Pre-app 
or ICN

WA Rxs FPA 
Status

Date Proposal 1 Proposal 2 GDSL GWRA Mis-
mapped

Public 
safety

Public 
Resource

Dormancy Avoidance De 
minimus

Analysis Tools Mitigation FPA conditioning

31

32

33

34

35

2811216 DNR Lord Hamilton Northwest Skagit IVS No Y N No N Approved 8/11/2010

90 ac even age harvest in 2 units; 
GWRA for 'A' is 3.7 ac, proposal is to 
harvest 3.1 ac or 84%.  GWRA for 'B' 
is 19.5 ac, proposal is to harvest 
about 5.5 ac or 28%.

 4990' of rod construction and 6 ac 
of associated R/w; 1115' rd 
abandonment; none in GWRA No Yes No No Yes and No Yes No Yes

DNR maps and 
database, aerial 
photos, Lidar, field 
inspections, 
precipitation data 
and analysis

 standard rules are 
judged to be 
sufficient to provide 
adequate mitigation.   None

2612188 Hawthorne-Pac   Hawthorne SD-19Olympic Clallam IVS Yes Y N N Y-Hoko Approved 3/13/2013

Regeneration harvest - total proposal 
is 5.7 ac. Harvest of .19 ac of GWRA 
or 16%. Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Somewhat

USGS, WA 
documents, DR GIS 
layers, SLPSTAB, 
Landslide 
inventories, aerial 
photos, field 
inspections. 

Avoid active 
portions, BMPs for 
logging steep slopes.  None

2813515 Longview Big 3 Northwest Skagit IVS Yes Y N N N Approved 9/20/2013

83 ac even-age harvest; unable to 
determine how much exactly is in 
GWRA, but GTR notes most of unit is 
in are that 'qualifies' as GWRA

54.6 stations of rd construction, no 
discussion of how much in GWRA, 
but assume so.  Not in pro Y No N Y ? Yes No

existing published 
geologic & soils 
information, aerial 
photos, field 
inspection, Lidar, 
LHZ completed for 
Deer Cr WA, Rxs 
too, but not 
approved.  

Incorporated into 
proposal via 
avoidance of 
unstable features 
and seeps, some with 
30, 35, 50, 100, and 
145 buffers.  

48 hr notice of 
operations; Fall timber 
away from areas bounded 
out due to 
stability/potential slope 
stability issues

2611850 Green DiamondWW-291/10-281 Olympic
Grays 
Harbor IVS No Y N N N Approved 7/19/2012

Regeneration Harvest -Avoidance of 
active areas of GDSL (appears that a 
small inactive strip beside a pipeline 
and road is part of proposal) & Half 
of GWRA of Slide E.  Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

USGS, DNR GIS 
layers, SLPSTAB,  
aerial photographs, 
field review, nearby 
GTR, Lidar, 
Anecdotal 
(Interviews), 
conceptual models 
of subsurface 
geology

Intentionally 
conservative 
estimate of Slide W, 
rd drainage 
improvements on 
road through slide 
W. No harvest of 
active portions or 
areas immediately 
upgradient of active 
portions.  Often 100-
200' above active 
portions.  None

2612453 Rayonier 28N14W306 Olympic Clallam IVS No Y N N N Approved 8/2/2013

Regeneration harvest - 29 ac in A 
(53%); 5 ac of B (28%), 25 ac of C 
(78%), 12 ac of D (80%), 11 ac of E 
(23%) and 18 ac of GWRA (16%) 

4 yarding corridors through scarp B. 
& 6226' of road betterment and 
1000' of new construction.  Yes* Yes* N Y & N Yes Yes

USGS, soil survey, 
Lidar, aerial photos, 
ortho photos, DNR 
GIS and SLPSTAB, 
no subsurface 
evaluation, field 
inspections

Minimize tree 
removal in corridors, 
lead end suspension, 
yarding scars covered 
with slash to prevent 
erosion.  AND BMPs 
for road betterment 
(improve cross-
drainage).No soil on 
slopes > 60% and no 
slash perched on 
slopes > 60% by 
landings.  None
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Appendix B Summary of Mitigation Measures from FPA's

1

AA AB AC

Comments Conclusions from GTR- WAC 222-10-030 (1) (a,b,c) Materials

31

32

33

34

35

No laze or WA RX for Alder Cr WAU.  Two slides noted; 'A' (DS rotational landslide 
(600' x 400' wide originating within unit 1) & 'B'. (DS rotational landslide (300 x 350' 
wide). Per Cruden and Varnes classified as stabilized or relic.  No signs of active 
instability observed in either.  Seeps and springs were noted from the lower slope 
areas of the scarp and body of 'B'.  Harvest of areas has occurred previously. GWRA 
are mapped per BM.  GWRA for 'A' is 3.7 ac, proposal is to harvest 3.1 ac or 84%.  
GWRA for 'B' is 19.5 ac, proposal is to harvest about 5.5 ac or 28%.  GW impacts are 
deemed to be low for both: 'A'; potential is mitigated by the relatively very small 
size of recharge area, and even though 84% of it will be harvested, the amount of 
water delivered to subsurface regime will not be that much more.  'B'; low position 
on slope, only 28%, relic feature, no prior movement, bench before creek.      

a)likelihood to cause or contribute movement is low, b)likelihood to 
deliver to PR or threaten PS is low, c) standard rules are judged to be 
sufficient to provide adequate mitigation.   

Bedrock - semischist and phyllite 
of Mt Josephine; surficial deposits-
Pleistocene glacial till (compact 
accumulations of fine and coarse 
grain sediments), soil and 
colluvium, landslide debris, alluvial 
deposits.  

GTR references previous FPA and GTR submittal. Lots of instability in vicinity. 4.5 ac 
unit does not have a defined DSL, but the 1.2 ac unit 2 does.  GDSL is 1.52 ac and 
GWRA is 1.22 ac.  GDSL & GWRA are mapped.  Deep Percolation Model was used to 
simulate the water budget.  A recharge area above road was noted in Figure 6-1 as 
being harvested in 2012 (additional GTR?)- This area is described as comprising 64% 
of total GWRA. Proposal to harvest an additional .19 ac or 16%

a) results from DPM indicate that relatively small increase to annual 
GW recharge suggest a low likelihood that proposal would contribute 
further movement, noting that the earthflow will continue to migrate 
and impact the 5804 rd in the future. Other areas unlikely to cause 
movement due to avoidance. May contribute to movement in Inner 
Gorge where 10 trees adjacent to landing are to be removed for safety 
concerns, but insignificant effect to stability of landform overall (low 
likelihood). b) unlikely to increase the delivery of sediment to PR or 
threaten PS.  County road in vicinity but lack of historical evidence of 
impact to road.  c) Low overall risk, avoidance elsewhere,   Avoid active 
portions, BMPs for logging steep slopes.  

marine and near shore sediments, 
volcanic rocks, glacial moraines, 
till, and outwash. Glaciolacustrine 
surficial deposits.  

Resubmittal of FPA 2813376; Quad map shows Landslide complexes (verified in 
field).  Lidar shows steep upland to north, incised Deer Cr to south and dissected 
terrace in between. North of meander bend in Deer Cr, a large bowl is evident, 
indicative of a DSL, body of which is hummocky.  North of this another 
amphitheater borders the unnamed cr of the east edge of proposed unit.  Both 
confirmed in field.  Other convergent topography and BRH evident as well. LHZ and 
MWMU completed for Deer cr WA, but finalized or approved.  Indicates no mapped 
landslides in proposed harvest unit; 4 landslides or landslide complexes in adjacent 
areas. Instability was only observed in the recessional outwash deposits that overly 
bedrock and over-consolidated glacial deposits.  All of these have been avoided in 
proposal. Did not see mention of slide status (dormancy). Much of proposed harvest 
area 'qualifies' as GWRA.  GWRA was delineated with potential flow direction using 
Board Manual guidance.  Maps provided. In assessing this area in the field, the most 
vulnerable portion is a N/S cr through the middle. Recommend leaving additional 
3.2 ac here to reduce hydrologic impact to south.  Approximately 38% of this 
drainage sub-basin will be buffered to reduce the potential effect of hydrologic 
conditions on unsx slopes.  Evaluated impact of proposal compared to harvesting 
over a several yr period in 60s (entire hillside).  By 1969, instability on lower slopes 
may have (re)initiated.  This proposal is 18% of those harvests and the lower slopes 
are not available for harvest (deemed off base).  

a) unlikely FP will cause or contribute movement of unstable slopes 
b)unlikely to deliver to PR or threaten PS, c) All unstable slopes were 
removed from proposal, some with buffers 30, 35, 50, 100 and 145'. 
Unsuitable road locations are mentioned, assumption that elsewhere 
is not a concern.  

Late Pleistocene glacial deposits 
(recessional outwash, underlain by 
till ill, advance outwash, and 
glaciolacustrine sediments. 
Underlying bedrock is greenstone 
of the Helena-Haystack Melange 
(metamorphosed basalt, andesite, 
dacite, and rhyolite). 

2 GDSL/GWRA - both noted as active on FPA and attached GTR.  Previous GTR for 
bridge replacement design after damage is referenced.  Public safety is limited to 
road and bridge, PUD lines. No Structures. (Low) Table for potential 
delivery/damage provided.  Photos and Interviews indicate history of slides.  Active 
slides within larger dormant slides.  Conceptual models were applied.  A slender 
portion (unknown size) is proposed for harvest within he GWRA (water pipeline 
involved).  Does not attempt to demonstrate impact of additional groundwater.  FPA 
was upgraded to Class IVS during review.  No SEPA referenced or attached.  

Answers are provided in table format to illustrate assessments for 
multiple landforms.  GDSL-recent activity a) unlikely to cause or 
contribute to movement, b) likely to deliver to public resource  and 
unlikely threat to public safety  GWRA - a) probably unlikely to cause 
or contribute to movement, b) likely to deliver to public resource, 
unlikely threat to public safety Inner Gorge - a) likely to cause or 
contribute to movement b)likely to deliver to PR and unlikely threat to 
PS. c) Intentionally conservative estimate of Slide W, specific rd 
drainage improvements (water bars, clean ditches, dip to prevent 
runoff to toe of slide) on road through slide W. No harvest of active 
portions or areas immediately upgradient of active portions.  Often 
100-200' above active portions.  coordinate with City to develop plan 
for operation around pipeline.  Will not disturb or damage any area 
outside of boundary.

Alpine Glacial Drift, Lower to 
Middle Marine Sedimentary Rocks, 
and Lincoln Creek Formation. 

Alternate Plan FPA.  3 DSL slump-earthflows identified.  North-facing A=55 ac, B=18 
ac.  No signs of recent or ongoing movement in either.  West-facing C=32 ac, 
D=15ac, E=48 ac (most of it out of unit).  C has very low likelihood of delivery, 
except for portion of scarp that has eroded into inner gorge.  D is most active, slump 
blocks of 3 ft.  D has no potential delivery.      Total area of earthflows is 168 ac.  
Associated GWRA is 115 ac.  All are mapped. DSL in glacial deposits, but not 
characteristic GDSL. GWRA determined by surficial topography.  DPM model was 
utilized for impacts of timber harvest within GWRA. Estimated to be 4% in GWRA. 
Some areas of earthflows have been recently harvested (other Class IVS?).  More 
GW contribution from harvest of features than GWRA.  Dormant features, stable 
roads, and lack of activity from recent harvest =Low likelihood of causing or 
contributing to movement.   Slope profiles provided.  

a) slump-earthflows appear to be largely dormant - although some 
slump blocks have shown evidence of displacement, 16% of canopy 
removal increase annual GWR by 4%, previous clear-cut harvest of all 
earthflows did not appear to cause any reactivation = unlikely b) 
unlikely to cause or contribute further movement that could impact PR 
or PS b/c harvest boundaries generally have been placed outside of 
steep scarp slopes associated with earthflows that can deliver to 
surface waters, only portions of Earthflows A, C, & D will be harvested, 
but lack of delivery potential. Harvest of guy line circles and yarding 
corridors (narrow width of 20-30' noted) may contribute to movement 
but delivery potential is moderated by flat terrain associated with the 
landing and 100' of slope distance to a swale c) overall low likelihood 
and proposal layout = no need for additional mitigation.  BMPs 
recommended for yarding of steep slopes without delivery potential.  

Miocene-Eocene bedrock overlain 
by alpine glacial drift (200K YA), till 
and lacustrine sediments 55-110K 
YA)  
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Appendix B Summary of Mitigation Measures from FPA's

1

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

FPA # Owner Name Region County Classification Resubmittal Geotech 
Report

Geo 
memo

Pre-app 
or ICN

WA Rxs FPA 
Status

Date Proposal 1 Proposal 2 GDSL GWRA Mis-
mapped

Public 
safety

Public 
Resource

Dormancy Avoidance De 
minimus

Analysis Tools Mitigation FPA conditioning

36

37

38

39

40

2813042 Longview Big 2 Northwest Skagit IVS No Y Y N N Approved 2/21/2013 75.5 ac even aged harvest 5810' of rd construction Y N Yes N Y No Yes

existing published 
geologic & soils 
information, aerial 
photos, field 
inspection, Lidar, 
LHZ completed for 
Deer Cr WA, Rxs 
too, but not 
approved.  

All sensitive site 
reviewed in the field 
and when verified, 
placed in leave areas, 
when discernible, 
went to obvious 
slope break, approx.  
(100') from instability 
signs.  

Several road related 
requirements (shot rock 
fill, timing of sidecast 
pullback, keyed rock fill, 
erosion control, water 
bypass during 
construction, flumed 
culvert, on site meeting 
with FPF and operator). 
Essentially took 
mitigation measures from 
GTR, Unclear what is 
associated with 
GDSL/GWRA.  

2415318 DNR Page Thin and VRSouth Puget SKing IVS No Y N N N Approved 5/23/2012

Commercial Thin (from below) of 21 
ac leaving 120 sq ft BA or 
approximately 114 TPA 350' of rd construction Y Y No-Low Y: Low-Mode Relict Yes

USGS, DNR GIS 
layers, SLPSTAB, 
aerial photographs, 
field review, GTR 
has Lidar hillshade 
maps

Thinning from below 
and minimize road 
construction None

2415795 DNR King Anderson South Puget SKitsap IVS No Y N N W Kitsap (Rx  Approved 12/20/2012

Commercial Thin of GDSL (.4 of 7.2 
ac) and GWRA (1.2 of 2.2 ac) and 
small area of VRH of GWRA (.2 of 2.2 
ac).  =15% of total (GDSL+GWRA) to 
be thinned and 2% clear-cut

Designated Skid Trail, but main one 
just outside of GWRA Yes Yes No-Low Yes-Hi Yes Yes Yes

WA documents, 
DNR BM, Lidar, 
aerial photos, 
USGS, field review

Yes -coincidental 
with Bald Eagle 
Management (core 
buffer, spacing and 
timing restrictions 
that coincide with 
'wettest season'.  None

2812187 Goodyear NelsoNone Northwest Skagit IVS Yes Y N No N Approved 12/15/2011

60 ac even age harvest- no road 
construction. None in GDSL or 
GWRA. No No No No Yes N/A

Yes- Shallow 
rapid features N/A

DNR database, 
Lidar, Tabor 
Geology mapping, 
other GTR. Field 
inspection, 
augering.  

60'  buffer around 
scarp and 15; 
equipment exclusion 
zone where 60' 
buffer has not been 
applied. 

Leading end suspension 
will be required for 
yarding operations in the 
western portion of unit.  

2813464 Longview Big 4 Connector RNorthwest Skagit IVS No Y N N N Approved 8/27/2013

FPA says 3150' (GTR says 1775') of 
(temporary - to be abandoned) road 
construction and associated R/W Y N No N Y ?

Yes, many sites 
were 
eliminated No

existing published 
geologic & soils 
information, aerial 
photos, field 
inspection, Lidar, 
LHZ completed for 
Deer Cr WA, Rxs 
too, but not 
approved.  

All sensitive sites 
reviewed with many 
eliminated from 
consideration.  
Where suitable, Fill 
to be pulled back in 
places during 
abandonment, also 
placed in cut slope in 
some places during 
abandonment, rock 
fill in places, use of 
ditch relief culverts 
to prevent 
concentrating flow 
from water collected 
by road.

Energy dissipaters at 
specific culverts outlets 
(unclear if within GDSL)
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Appendix B Summary of Mitigation Measures from FPA's

1

AA AB AC

Comments Conclusions from GTR- WAC 222-10-030 (1) (a,b,c) Materials

36

37

38

39

40

During review process, proposal was amended to reduce acreage from 79 ac to 75.5 
ac and a geomemo was added.  Lidar shows very subtle glacial striae on a large 
scale, southern edge of unit has bowls and incised creeks that head in springs, the 
sides of which exhibit instability.  South of unit glacial terraces are prominent.  
Aerial photos show history of management and associated landslide activity.  LHZ 
for Deer Cr shows no mapped landslides within unit; 4 landslides or landslide 
complexes in adjacent leave areas.  These are verified in field and shown on maps.  
Sites are described but status of slides in unclear as well as their area (size). 
Widespread instability was observed in the recessional outwash deposits that 
overlie bedrock and over-consolidated glacial deposits, all removed from proposal 
area.  Some areas of recessional outwash mismapped, bedrock is exposed.   

a) unlikely to cause or contribute to slope movement, b)unlikely to 
deliver to PR or threaten PS, c)All sensitive site reviewed in the field 
and when verified, placed in leave areas, when discernible, went to 
obvious slope break, approx.  (100') from instability signs.  Unsuitable 
road locations are mentioned, assumption that elsewhere is not a 
concern.  

Late Pleistocene glacial deposits 
(recessional outwash(normally 
consolidated), underlain by till, 
advance outwash, and 
glaciolacustrine sediments. 
Underlying bedrock is greenstone 
of the Helena-Haystack Melange 
(metamorphosed basalt, andesite, 
dacite, and rhyolite). 

GTR notes that a DSL was delineated in previous landslide hazard mapping (1995). 2 
units are within this are, but signs of instability were located.  One unit is within the 
topographically defined GWRA.  GDSL are excluded and commercial thinning is 
proposed in GWRA.  350' of rd construction in GWRA. GWRA is flat and above 5 
GDSLs that are adjacent to one another and noted to be difficult to delineate water 
recharge to each GDSL due to a road and flat terrain.  Thorough hydrology 
discussion to increase ET.    Although GWRA zone is difficult to map only a small 
portion of Unit 2 is mapped in GWRA although text assumes that all of it is within 
GWRA.  

a) low b) low-moderate for public resource; low for public safety c) 
N/A

continental glacial recessional 
outwash deposits (variable 
thickness) & Ohanapecosh 
Formation (Oligocene volcanistic 
deposits and glacial outwash)

2 GDSL - one and its GWRA are excluded from proposal.  Both GDSLs and GWRAs are 
mapped.  Portions of GDSL are active and further delineated.  Unit 1-Previous 35 ac 
VRH on portion of larger feature with no recent or ongoing movement as well as a 
clear-cut on the privately owned portion of larger feature that overlaps the active 
portion (eastern side).  Unit 1 excludes the GDSL and GWRA and b/c of silvicultural 
reasons afforded a 60-200' buffer on GWRA.  Hydrologically influenced by Tahuya 
Lake Dam. No recent or ongoing activity on body or toe of 2nd GDSL, other than one 
small shallow rapid slide.  Even questionable if indeed GDSL.  Past harvests and 
development (rd & house) with no signs of historical activity.  CT is a thin from 
middle; retain trees >20" and <12". Residual BA is 140 (50% of existing).  Preserve 
trees with good vigor and form.  Thorough discussion of risk slide activity and 
potential deliverability.   

a) low likelihood that the forest practices will reinitiate DSL movement 
within subject landslide (rationale provided) b) if reinitiated, likelihood 
of delivery to public resource high, low for public safety (rationale 
provided- would take debris flow moving down river), low for capital 
improvements. Overall risk of proposal is low.  c) thinning proposal 
leaves canopy and promotes growth of dominants, buffer around Bald 
Eagle nest tree, main skid trail located outside of GWRA with only 
short laterals in GWRA.  

Vashon till and outwash; ablation 
till

Resubmittal of FPA 2812139. An ID team occurred during review of the original FPA, 
a GWRA was identified; thus trigger Class IVS and the need for a GTR, application 
was withdrawn.  From GTR: The older shallow landslide features on the site are not 
part of a larger DSL nor do the features or slopes above the features contribute to 
GWR for past, current or potential future DS mass movement. The proposal will 
have no significant change or impacts to long-term effect on slope stability of 
hillside, stream channels, or substantial impact to the environment.  Signs of 
shallow landsliding are evident since previous logging in the 40s.  All sliding is 
associated with seepages that occur at outwash/lacustrine deposits that are at the 
surface.  persistent erosion has caused 10' scarps at these three locations.  

a) low relative likelihood that the FP would result in shallow landslide, 
accelerated landslide activity or initiation of DSL provided 
recommendations are followed, b) low relative likelihood that any 
potentially unstable or currently existing landslide will be activated or 
deliver sediment/debris to the stream channels, c? unit boundary 
should be placed at least 60' upslope of the scarp feature at 3 
locations. Yarding disturbances should limit potential soil disturbance 
and exposure within about 15' of the contact where the 60' buffer 
does not apply.  These conclusion are based on the assumptions that 
no new rd construction is involved, existing roads will be used with 
low impact machinery and GB yarding will be completed with a low 
ground pressure excavator.  

Colluvium overlying Advanced 
outwash sand overlying lacustrine 
deposits (verified by road cuts and 
augering).

Temporary rd construction and associated R/W only - harvest must be associated 
with a separate FPA (actually looks like it facilitates FPA 2803515).  Lidar indicates a 
large landslide complex to the east of proposed rd. All sensitive sites were reviewed 
in field, many considered for road location were dismissed.  Where suitable, Fill to 
be pulled back in places during abandonment, also placed in cut slope in some 
places during abandonment, rock fill in places, use of ditch relief culverts to prevent 
concentrating flow from water collected by road.

a) unlikely to cause or contribute to slope movement, b)unlikely to 
deliver to PR or threaten PS, c)Where suitable, Fill to be pulled back in 
places during abandonment, also placed in cut slope in some places 
during abandonment, rock fill in places, use of ditch relief culverts to 
prevent concentrating flow from water collected by road.

Bedrock is greenstone of Helena-
Haystack Melange overlain by Late 
Pleistocene recessional outwash 
(normally consolidated).
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Appendix B Summary of Mitigation Measures from FPA's

1

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

FPA # Owner Name Region County Classification Resubmittal Geotech 
Report

Geo 
memo

Pre-app 
or ICN

WA Rxs FPA 
Status

Date Proposal 1 Proposal 2 GDSL GWRA Mis-
mapped

Public 
safety

Public 
Resource

Dormancy Avoidance De 
minimus

Analysis Tools Mitigation FPA conditioning

41

42

43

2612718 Pope ShootTheMoon Olympic Jefferson IVS No Y Y N N Approved 1/19/2014

67 ac even age harvest, but only a 
very small portion is within GWRA, 
GDSL excluded.  Not mapped with 
acreages so difficult to assess 
further.  Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Yes-DSL; No-
GWRA

Yes in terms 
of GWRA

USGS maps, aerial 
photos, Lidar, DNR 
mapping tool, Field 
inspections, No WA 
or LHZ.  

Excluded unstable 
areas A. None

2811522 DNR Wallace HighlinerNorthwest Skagit IVS No Y N No N Approved 12/23/2010

110.2 ac even harvest; none in GDSL, 
unknown area in GWRA,  30% VRH in 
GRWA 'A' and complete harvest of 
GRWA 'B'

9069' of rd construction; none within 
GDSL; unknown length in GWRA. Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Yes-GDSL; No-
GWRA Yes

DNR maps and 
reports, aerial 
photos, field 
inspection, rainfall 
data, Lidar.

Standard rule judged 
to be sufficient

Lead-end suspension; The 
un-harvested portion of 
GWRA is to be under 
planted with 100 tpa of 
conifer concurrently with 
adjacent harvest unit.  

2807284 SFLO Blunt & Hammer Northwest Skagit IVS Yes Y N N Y-Hansen Cr Approved 12/17/2004

Multiple units (11) with the largest 
being 10.3 and comprising a total of 
48.5 ac.  Excluded areas are 
associated with MWMU Rxs.  Unclear 
what may have been associated with 
GDSL or GWRA. 

No new rd construction in MWMUs. 
Reconstruction in MWMU1, follow 
GTR recommendations.  1260' of 
new construction (approx. 800' in 
agricultural land use), 5455' of 
reconstruction. Unclear what may 
have been associated with 
GDSL/GWRA.  Yes* Yes

USGS maps, 
Historical aerial 
photos, Field 
inspections, soil 
pits

Applicant provided 
seasonal timing 
restrictions (May 15 - Oct 
15); reaffirmed by DNR.  
DNR conditions: 48 hr 
notice, maintain 
boundaries per site visit, 
others n/a.  
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Appendix B Summary of Mitigation Measures from FPA's

1

AA AB AC

Comments Conclusions from GTR- WAC 222-10-030 (1) (a,b,c) Materials

41

42

43

Unclear whether FPA was withdrawn and resubmitted, but a clarification (ie 
geomemo) was provided at the request of DNR (memo was provided within review 
period).  There are two mapped landslides west of unit, but these were not visible 
on Lidar or via field inspection.  Lidar however, did locate a different apparent DSL. 
Aerial photo record indicates history of logging in and adjacent to proposal - no 
visual indications of moderate to large scale mass wasting is evident. Area A consists 
of a recent bedrock hollow shallow rapid slide superimposed on a DSL.  Scarp 
consisted of sandstone suggesting feature is developed in bedrock.  Visual indication 
of dormancy for at least a rotation.  Stream below the slide was dry in March 
suggesting little chance of delivery.  Further investigation suggests the DSL feature is 
part of a larger DSL feature.  Nearly all of the GWRA lies south of the proposed 
harvest unit.  Only a small portion may contribute GW to the toe of the landslide 
and unlikely to significantly destabilize the landform.    Supplemental geomemo 
notes that one of features previously identified (Area C) is a dormant DSL that has 
not been active for centuries and unrelated to previously described feature.  Area D 
is larger DSL scarp and has no indication of unstable slopes. Area D comprises less 
than 5% of the GWRA for the DSL .

a) proposal will not cause movement on potentially unstable slopes or 
contribute to further movement, except for 2 areas, where delivery to 
public resources or in a manner that would threaten public safety 
would occur.  b/ low likelihood of delivery to PR or PS.  c) Proposal 
incorporated avoidance of unstable slopes with delivery potential.  
Disturbance beyond boundaries should be avoided- fall trees into or 
parallel to boundary.  

basaltic rocks (Crescent Formation) 
and younger cover of sedimentary 
rocks and quaternary glacial 
deposits (Vashon Stade of Frasier 
Glaciation) to include recessional 
outwash delta deposits, advance 
outwash and lodgment till.  

LNF Stilly & Lake Cavanaugh WA (No Rxs or LHZ) - FPA narrative referenced GWRA of 
GDSL – with allowance of 33% of GWRA available for variable retention harvest to 
include rd construction. ID Team field notes attached; concurrence with QE's 
assessment and recommendations.  2 GDSL are described; confined to banks of 
Grant Cr. They are characterized as rotational-translational slides that are seated 
within glacial deposits. They are mapped.  Investigation of the toes indicate no 
movement since sometime prior to previous harvest entry (1940s).  Seeps and 
springs were not observed.  30% of trees cut under Variable Retention Harvest Rx 
on GWRA 'A' and all of GWRA harvested on the other 'B'.  Remainder of GWRA was 
excluded and b/c it was less dense and ‘brushier’, it was to be underplanted with 
100 conifer TPA after harvest, also part of FPA conditions.  Field verified slide, but 
considered to have had no activity since prior to previous harvest.  1 GWRA was 
identified as ¾ ac (to be regeneration harvested) and 1/3 of GWRA to be VRH and 
2/3 unharvested on the other.  Statistical precipitation measurements were used to 
make recommendations. GWRA 'A' increase of 13-15 in to GWRA which is within the 
historical range of normal variance. No movement from complete harvest prior.  
GWRA B is only about 3/4 ac in size and is de minimus.    Some pics/figures not 
visible in scan.  

a) Not likely that harvest will have and adverse impact on landslide in 
question, rd building unlikely to have an impact provided that runoff 
from the road is not concentrated in such a manner to direct 
significant amounts of water directly onto landslides.  b) likelihood of 
delivery to PR or n a manner to threaten PS is low to the low range of 
moderate. c) standard rules are judged to be sufficient.  

Triassic age greenstone and 
metasandstone bedrock, surficial 
deposits (glacial till and recessional 
continental deposits), soil and 
colluvium, landslide debris, debris 
torrent deposits, alluvial deposits.  

Resubmittal of 2807191 - noted no substantive changes to app, just rewording and 
supplemental maps provided.  Proposal is within Hansen Cr - WA Rxs applied - per 
DNR unstable slopes exist not covered by WA Rxs (description of this is not 
provided), thus GTR required and SEPA attached.  Multiple unit FPA (11)- none 
larger than 10.3 ac for a total of 48.5 ac, all even -aged.  Small wetlands scattered 
across property.  No new rd construction in MWMUs. Reconstruction in MWMU1, 
follow GTR recommendations.  1260' of new construction (approx. 800' in 
agricultural land use), 5455' of reconstruction. Approx. 65 ac removed for 222-16-
050 (1) (d) & Hansen WA.  Historical air photo record show no recent harvest 
related landslide activity within or immediately adjacent harvested areas within 
photo record.  Initial harvest between 1906 & 1923.   GTR notes presence of 
unstable slopes generally consistent with WA MWMU Rxs.  A relict DSL is noted with 
no signs of any recent activity in current vegetation. Other possible DSL movement 
in noted within reserve area (> 10' deep).  Yarding corridors proposed over the 
latter, this option was chosen over additional road construction.  It would appear 
(referenced) that the river no longer cuts the toe of this slope, Highway 20 is 
between the two. Relic DSL may be erosional remnants of glaciomarine sediments 
from down cutting creeks. Relic scarp has some sign of shallow surficial activity.  80-
90% of a potential GWRA will remain unlogged (small area).  Applicant did provide 
animetric map and slope profile of slide.  Other areas indicate a slow ongoing DSL 
movement may be occurring (prior and subsequent to previous  harvests). 
Hydrologic effects of previous harvest are negligible. Areas exhibiting more 
movement excluded.  Small GWRA retaining 80-90% of vegetation (unclear if this is 
the same one as described earlier, likely so).  Photos in GTR are not discernible.  

Either due to WA Rxs or current process information is not presented 
in this way.  Most of assessment is organized to address WA MWMU 
descriptions and Rxs. Harvest unit 1a: Low likelihood of reactivation of 
relict DSL due to previous harvest of slide or recent harvest on gently 
loping upslope area.  

Clayey silty glaciomarine on mid-
lower slopes, and interbedded 
glaciofluvial sands and gravels on 
upper slopes.  Glacial till (morainal) 
exposed in soil pits.  Steeply 
dipping, thinly foliated Darrington 
phyllite underlie unit.  
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